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RIVALS'TRENCHES TURKS CONTINUE
NOT

30

SUCCESSFUL

YARDS

I0VE

APART
TERRIFIC FIGHTING

IS GOING ON
AT CLOSE RANGE IN THE
ARGONNE REGION

THE CZAR'S FORCES OPPOSED TO
THEM ARE SAID TO BE
RETREATING

Paris, Nov. 21. The official communication given out la Paris this
afternoon reads as follows:
"The day of November 20, generally
speaking, was similar to the two preceding days. In Belgium our artillery
at Nieuport secured the advantage
over that of the enemy. From
to the south of the Ypres there
was intermittent cannonading on our
part and theirs.
"At Hollebk two attacks of German
infantry were immediately repulsed.
"From the Belgian frontier to the
Oise there was nothing to report.
"In the region of the Aisne and the
Campagne the advantage gained' by
our batteries over the artillery of the
enemy has become more marked and
has prevented the Germans from continuing the construction of certain
trenches begun by themi.
"In the Argonne we blew up certain of the enemy's trenches.
"In the vicinity of Verdun and in
the Vosges we have made progress.
At certain points we have established
our trenches at less than 30 yards
from the German positions."

Berlin, Nov. 21 (by wireless). The
meager news received from Russian
Poland given out in official circles
here today indicates that the Germans
and the Russians have joined in battle along the whole front between the
Warthe and the Vistula rivers,, while
the Russians to the north of the Vistula are reported to be falling back.
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The German Statement
Berlin, Nov. 21 (by wireless to Lon.
don). An official communication by
the German general staff today says:
"On the whole there is no change
in the western war theater. The
enemy shows great activity with his
the entire
artillery along
front.
"In the eastern war theater the operations are. still further developing.
Nothing .can yet be reported regarding
the situation in east Prussia. '
"The pursuit) of the defeated enemy,
' who was driven back
through Mlawa
and plock, continues. Our offensive at
Lodz has made progress. In the
to the east of Czens to Chowa
;
our troops are fighting by the side cf
our allies and have gained ground."
n

GMOON

IS ELECTED

Gin

or council

Las vegas educator is honor-ed at meeting of the

.

state teachers

Albuquerque, N. M., Nov. 21. Frank
Carroon, dean of the Las Vegas state
normal, was elected chairman today
of the council, the governing body of
the New Mexico Educational associaantion, which meets in twenty-nintnual convention here Monday. Miss
Mamy B. Ayers of Santa Fe was elect- ed secretary.
Resolutions proposing radical changes in. New .Mexico educational laws
are being disutised this afternoon.

Germany is Anxious
Nov, 21. The correspondent in Berlin of the Central News ha
received the following
message by
way of Copenhagen:
"At of Germany is in a 'condition "of
extreme tension, awaiting the resu't
of the great battle in the eastern
front. The Russian forces are estimated at 900,000 men. The Germans
control all the roads to Novo Georgie-wisand Warsaw. The battle centers
at Lodz, where the Germans and the
Austrians are in excellent' position,
while new Austrian forces are advanc
ing from the south. The Russians are
being attacked from three sides."
London,

Russia Denies Reverses
Petrograd, Nov. 21. The Army
Messenger, the official organ of the
general staff of the Russian army,
summing up- recent operations in the
eastern arena of hostilities, says:
"The .Germans are making fresh efforts to penetrate our front between
Lowicz and Skiernievice with the ob
It
ject of marching on. Warsaw
seems that the enemy threw important forces in this direction. The effort of the Germans to march on Warsaw by penetrating our front between
Kielce and Radom resulted in total
failure and our troops forced the
enemy to retire all along the front.
The Germans lost enormous numb
ers In dead, wounded and prisoners,
a!s well as provision trains, artillery;
and war material.
"On November 18 important Austrc- German forces, supporting themselves
in fortified country Between Czensto- chowa 'and Cracow, undertook an en
ergetic offensive movement against
our troops. Repulsed on all this front
with heavy losses, the enemy endeav
ored a fresh offensive movement, but
again our forces, by a counter attack,
drove them back with heavy losses.
We took a large nunber of prisoners.
It is announced that there is furious
fighting in the region of Cracow, the
Germans realizing that this position,
with Its strong fortifications, is tnelr
last protected position on this front.''
Germans Are Prepared
The advance of the Russians into
the Mazurian lakes region o eastern
Prussia, near Johnnisburg and Arys,
has revealed the extent of the prepar
ation made' by the Germans to resist:
invasion. The whole region is described as a gigantic fortress, facing to the
east and south in the ronn of a huge'
e
90 miles in extent
The spaces between the lakes, which
range from marshy ponrls hy the hundreds to bodies oj water ten miles
Ions, are entrenched with wire fences.
At intervals
there are earthen redoubts which are reinforced with
gome stone work and protected hy
mine fields. Wherever it is practic- semi-circl-

GQMPERS

Piiildelphia, Nov. 21. The. American Federation of Labor today
all its present officers and
voted to hold its next national meeting; at San Francisco in November,
1915.

Important advantages, though not of a decisive nature, are claimed
today by the French war office. Germany's new attack toward the eastern end of the battleline across France, with the supposed purpose of isc.
lating Verdun, is said In the French official statement to have been thwarted at least temporarily.' In the Argonne region, where the main attack
has been progressing for several days, German entrenchments are reported to have been thrown up near Verdun. It is said the forces of the allies
have made progress.
A brief French statement says that in certain positions the trenches
of the Germans and allies are less than 30 yards aoart.
Except for the fighting in the Argonne and that near Verdun, there la
comparatively little activity in Belgium and France.
At one point in Belgium a German attack by Infantry was made,
which the French war office said was "Immediately repulsed."
At other points the French assert that they have won the advantage
in the artillery duel which has been the main feature of the fighting since
A German official statement say
the cold weather set in.
s that the allies are showing greatactivity with artillery along almost
the entire front.
There were conflictions in the reports from Petrdgrad and Berlin concerning the fighting in the east. All Germany is awaiting with extreme
tension the outcome there, which, it is felt, may determine the entire campaign. The conflict spreads over many battlefields, with the farther end In
Galicia, almost to the Baltic, but the most importent fighting Is now at
Lodz. The German military authorities state that their offensive near
Lodz has made progress and that In the region of P!ock the enemy is still
in flight.
reports from Petrograd, however, state the Germans
are being opposed successfully. The new attempt in Warsaw, it Is said,
has failed with heavy losses for the Teutonic allies.
The situation brought about by the act of the Turkish forces at
Smyrna In firing on a launch of the American cruiser' Tennessee apparently will be cleared up without complications. Captain Decker of the Ten
nessee reported to the navy department at Washington no hostile act was
Intended.
Austria claims a great victory, The Servian legation at Athens,
whi'le admitting that the Austrians compelled aj retreat
from
Valjevo,
states that the Servians withdrew in good order withSut any serious fight
ing adthat. they now are. occupy ; - advantageous fwsitlonsj, ready to en
cage the advancina Austrians.
T'lTtp
The khedive of Egypt, Abdul Hilml, who was reported several days
ago to have cast his lot with the sultan of Turkey, his spiritual leader, is
said In Pairis to have joined the Turkish forces In Palestine, preparatory
to leading an Invasion of Egypt.
Semi-offici-
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NEW MEXICO APPEAL
.

WILL BE REVIEWED

ATTORNEY GENERAL WILL LOO
INTO STATE SCHOOL LANDS
RULING

CHARGE OF

1IIS

OF TURKEY

FORGERY

CARRANZA GENERALS GO FORTH
TO GIVE BATTLE TO THE
ADVANCING ARMY

CAPTAIN
OF, THE TENNESSEE
MAKES REPORT UPON THE
SMYRNA INCIDENT

WILL

able canals have been dug. Behind
these canals lie German trenches.
Improved conditions in Galicia are
indicated by the fact that communication by rail between Kieya and Lem-ber- g
was
Reports trom
Caucasia state that the Russian advance into Turkey is proceeding without serious resistance although the
invading forces are" under fire from
Turkish light artillery, located on .the
hilltops, practically all the time. There
are almost.no roads in the region of
h
border, and it 'is
the
necessary for the Russians to move
their guns and supply wagons through
the mountain passes by hand.
In Galicia the Russians are surrounding Cracow, about 25 miles from
the town. Heavy fighting is reported
to the north of the city. The left wing
forces la moving
of the Russian
to the southeast,
foothills
the
through
following the line of the railroad from
Przemysl to Cracow".
The Turkish villages through which
Russians have passed are deserted and
stripped of provisions. '
Russo-Turkis-
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DOESNT

"PIKE"

opposing'soldiers will
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LOBATO CASE
IS BEFORE THE:
JURY, WHICH WILL RETURN
SEALED VERDICT

FCE WOMAN ACCUSED

OTTOMAN EMPIRE, IS
PECTED TO MAKE A PERSONAL REPLY

Washington, Novu 21. Provisional
President Gutierrez, with 30 members
of the Aguas Calientes convention, has
arrived in San Luis Potosi, and General Villa's troops have taken Quere-tarwithout resistance, according to
official telegrams today to he state
'
department.
American Consul Sillimaft was
by Generals Obregon and Blanco that a sufficient force would he
left in the capital to preserve order.
Nothing was said about plans for defense, and the impression prevails in
official telegrams that the Villa forCe!
will be permitted to approach the capital without resistance, the chief
movement of the Carranza forces be
ing aimed at the rear and flank of
the Villa columns.
Administration officials reiterated
today that the state of affairs in Mexico had not changed the. plaas for the
evacuation of Vera Cruz and that Mar
jor General Funston's forces would be
withdrawn on November 23. Officials
were without further advices today
from Mexico, and the veil over" the
kaleidoscopic events in the southern
republic was dropped again.
Reports of a milittfry coup by Gen
eral Blanco commanded foremost interest among officials who recalled
that Blanco had been wavering in his
SALAZAli ESCAPES FR0I1 allegiance first toward Carranza and
then towards sthe forces of the Aguas
Calientes convention. Reports that
THEALBBQLERQUE JAIL General Obregon was making a movement toward Salina Cruz to go up the
west coast was regarded as evidence
BEING
IS
PRISONER
FEDERAL
of some strategic move against the
BERSOUGHT THROUGHOUT
advance from the forces of the north.

NOT GUILTY
IN DISARRAIGNED
TRICT COURT

YACTH'S BOWS WILL

THE

BEEN CHANGED

OF

ARSON

MRS CHAVEZ IS DECLARED
TO
HAVE SET FIRE TO MADRIL'S
HOUSE

EX-

Washington, Nov. 21. Captain Benton C. Decker of the endser Tennes-

Thet petit jury in the November
term of the district court for San Mi
guel county today was considering ita
first case, that of the state against
Anastacio Lob a to for firing a weapot
in an inhabited settlement. His case
came up yesterday afternoon and
went to the jury this morning. The ,er
jury still was deliberating on it whea
a
court adjourned for the week er
r&"
.Judge Leahy instructed the jury
a
in
sealed verdict if it reach' ue
bring
a decision before court reconve '
Stora,
on Monday morning. Lobato wa'uS
'
dieted on Thursday afternnon.
shooting of his rifle is said to
endangered the three childreE

see has reported that the firing on
the ships launch by Turkish forts at
Smyrna, Asia Minor, was not intended
aS a hostile actAfter a conference with President
Wilson, Secretary Tumulty gave out
the following statement:
'TThe public already knows what)
happened; namely, a boat from the
Tennessee tried to enter the harbor, a
harbor which the Turkish government
had declared closed. A shot was fired
across her Wsw to stop her. The captain of the Tennessee reports that it
was not intended as a hostile act.
"A full investigation of the matter
is being made, and explanations have
been asked of the Turkish government. Previous attempts to communicate with Ambassador Morgenthau in
Constantinople have led to delays of
as much as a week."
Secretary Daniels authorized the
statement that Captain Decker's first
message on November 18, reporting
the fTriiigt contained the words "act
not hostile." No explanation was made
officially that information was with
held at tho time of the first announcement.
-
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HERRICK APPRECIATED

fc

Paris, Nov. 21. Warm appreciation
of the work of Myron T. Herrick, tha
ambassador to
retiring American
France, is expressed in the leading
newspapers here. They voice the deep
regret of the French people at being
deprived of his services at this critical period, and declare that the dediplomat carries
parting American
with him the affections of France.
CORNELL IS WINNER
New Haven, Conn., Nov. 21.
nell won the Intercollegiate

Corcrosu-eountr-

-
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run today, with Harvard secBordeaux, Nov. 21, (via Paris.) The
French cabinet decided today that, ond and Yale third. Harvard beat
notwithstanding the war Franco will Yale at soccor three goals to one, and
wen the Inl,rcJlui;1e gnu
participate in the' Panama exposition Ilai-rnrclub s'lOC't.
at, San Francisco.

o

nts from.
Pleads Guilty
Casimiro Lobato was arraigned this ,
morning and pleaded guilty to a charge
of pointing a revolver at William R
Tipton, Jr., oh the road near the stock
yards. He is a mail driver and said he
thought that as such he had a righ
to act as he did. The gun was tin
loaded, lis declared. "Lolato was sentenced to 60 days in the county jail
and a fine of $50 and costs. On account of the mitigating circumstances
the sentence was suspended during
good behavior.
Sells Denies Gulft
CHAUFFEUR DRIVEN
George Sells, indicted yesterday for
forging the names of G. A. Bryan anJ
Hugh Quigley to a note for' $330, was
INSANE BT COLD arraigned in court thi3 morning. He
waived the reading of the indictment
and pleaded not guilty. His case ha3
EDWARD CRIEPE DIES' AT ENCINO been set for Monday morning.
t
The grand jury made a report
TODAY SHORTLY AFTER HIS
11: 45 o'clock this morning. It brought
ARRIVAL
one indictment and three no true bills.
Blanco Will Remain
Mexico City, Nov. 21. It is learned
Encino, N. M., Nov. kl. Edward The indictment is against Gabrlela
on the highest authority that General Criepe of Denver, a chauffeur, died Chavez de, Chavez on the charge oc
Lucio Blanco will remain in the capi- here today 'upon his arrival with an arson. It is alleged that on Septem- tal to act as the agent through which aulomobile party from Denver whojber 15 the woman set fire to the
the new government will take over had been lost in the Pedernal moun house of Jose Ahran Madril. Madril,.
the reins.' If necessary, he will de- tains for 48 hours. Criepe had been who lives at Sanchez, was pway fron
fend the inhabitants from the attacks driven insane by exposure and lack home at the time. The house ana
of any of the three parties, but the of water. The other members of the furniture were totally destroyed. The
opinion Is expressed generally that the party arrived in fair condition, con- - suspected woman was arraigned in
adherents of Carranza, Zapata and Vil- sidering their hazardous experiences, 'court Immediately after the Indictment
la will treat through General Blanco,
The men were on their way from jhad been found against her. Sa
thus making the change a bloodless Denver to Juarez to attend the races pleaded not guilty to the charge. She
one. General Villa is expected here when they lost their way in the hills was unable to hire a lawyer to defencf
within a week.
The party consisted of Harry Virden. per, so Judge Leahy appointed Louis
Cene Normile, Jack Russell. Richard 'Mold as counsel for the defense.
CONSUL WEDS SOCIETY GIRL
Charles Wilson, E. I. Beards- - shearing of the case has been set for
Monday.
ley, Harry Lambert and Criepe.
Philadelphia, Pa., Nov. 21 A pretty
A no true bill was ronn a againsr.
when
romance culminated here today,
jLuls Gallegos acciised.of entering tho
TODAY'S FOOTBALL
Theodore, Jasckel, United States Conhouse of Ramona Archuleta
End second period: Purdue, 13; jdwelling
sul at Stavanger, Norway, took aa his
and
$15. There was insufll-'ciestealing
bride Miss Violet Rid way, one of the Indiana, .6.
evidence.
Find second quarter;
'
Missouri, 7;
most prominent society girls of this
"Martivi'r.bt InJfcie
' J: .
"
7.
Kansas,
of
leave
month's
'
city. With only a
The grand Jtfjr ttllK. fctmd t6?. :,
First half: Nebraska, 6; Iowa, 0.
absence allowed "him, the young concase
against Crescendo Martinez
j
filial, if tuj, lit, yi iiAfcji.iv., u.
sul, who lately entered the diplomatic
to JJIct m a t,o WM b
insufficient
Final: Georgetown, 6; Washington
service, crossed the" seas to claim his
fcis case. Marline wat
found
was
ta
14.
bride, and immediately after the wedd- and Jefferson,
six sheep belong
stea'lmr.
accosed'ot
"0.
IFnal: Dartmouth, 40; Syracuse,
ing today the young couple began their
"to Baefcarach brothers.
tog
2.
Final:
Navy, 33; tlrsinus,
journey to the coast of Norway.
The evidence against Santiago
IFnal: Illinois, 21; Wisconsin, 9.
Misa Ridway has been a conspicons
also was too weak to warns
0.
Final:
Harvard, 36; Yale,
figure in the social life of this city,
Gutierrez was aeeusad i,t
true
bin.
a
First half: Minnesota, 6; Chicago, 7.
and a great favorite. She has been in
brand on a horse tout
the
cutting
0.
21:
First half: Ames,
Drake,
Paris visiting Countess da Kermon and
Fhirenlino
to
Valine.
Final: Ohio State. 27; Northwest- - iSlng
only recently returned to prepare Tor
r.X
An
v
interesting
ern, 0.
'
the wedding. Mr. Jaseckel is a
down' yesterday by Jd,-:- o Tml J.
.
and completed his studies at
(Leahy in the cape of Juan Tmlillo
CAN'T GET JURY
Williams college and Columbia law
The court W
Charles F. Adlon.
schaol.
Canon City, Colo., Nov. 21. Tne;that notwithstanding the NewFremont county district court took a jaws made In 1009 which declared
recess at 11 o'cloc ktoday until 9'a f;e(1 naa t0 v,e properly fenced
STILL BREAKING RECORDS
New York, Nov. 21. The swift pace o'clock Monday morning, after five damages for trespas
by
maintained during the early morning days of effort to secure a jury to try :w(vre (() be claim Ml, fl.sr
by riders in the sis day bicycle race .the seven deefttdants charged with
ibt't1 rr
covered
carried the leaders nearly 25 vciH" tho murder of William King during 'lands are pro; m
ahead of the previous record at 8 the attack on the Chandler m'ne on ;,ws 0f
v5fl,..,I
o'clock this morning and had cut,
25. . There were 11 Ten!retnen jfrwin-- j iifffs; nrv
'down the field to eight teams, six of
when Judge
n ,,;T(ti j
t,,;
jin the jury box
which were tied for first place at 2.50:1 ordered a
nr).
r"re plae- j mtfc' "t tiled in the Ciisfoilv of tei'i'.;,
miles and four lps.
r,;.
.

deputies from the United States marshal's office are returning after scouring the country in all directions in a
fruitless search for General Jose Ynez
Salazar, the federal prisoner who escaped from the Bernalillo county jail
last night. The theory of the sheriff's office is that Salazar has not left
the immediate vicinity of Albuquerque, and that he is under cover previously arranged, waiting for a chance
to slip through the line of guards,
thrown out in all directions.
Every peace officer in the fctate has
been notified of Salazar's escape, and
persons considered friendly to him
are under close espionage. It is not
believed he can get from the district
although up to this time no trace Of
the prisoner has been found or of the
automobile, which brought the assailants tjf Jailer Armt jo to the orison.
. Salazar,
it is now practically certain,' did not leave the prison In. the
automobile, but in a buggy,: Which lias
been traced back to the-citlimits of
Albuquerque.

WHEN

THIS WAS DONE TO WARN THi
VESSEL! THAT. THE HARBOR
WAS CLOSED

VERA CRUZ EXPLANATION

THE UNITED STATES ANNOUNCES
THAT ITS PLANS HAVE NOT

Denver, Colo., Nov. 21 Governor
Albuquerque, N. M., Nov. 21. Party
E. If. Amnions is endeavoring to ar- after party of deputy sheriffs and
range for Attorney General Fred Far-ra- r
to attend the hearing before the
department of the interior at Washington December 3, at which time an
appeal from New Mexico will be heard
involving the question whether a state
is entitled to minerals in its 'school
lands owned by the state under con
gressional grant. The case is an appeal from a ruling by the federal land
commissioner in New Mexico.

IS LEFT UNPROTECTED FIRED ACROSS
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BE ATTACKED FROM THE
REAR AND FLANK
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Choir Loft

"I cannot say
too much for Peruna. It has entirely cured me of
My
my trouble.

CHURCH OF THE IMMACULATE
CONCEPTION
Adrian
Rabeyrolle,

pastor.

First mass

6:30 a. m.; second mass

10 a. m. Sunday school la English
and Spanish at ? p m., in Spanish at
8:30 p. m. Rosary and benediction
it the blessed sacrament at 7:30 P
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'Apt craft-
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looking at our window
"Art-Craft-

St

I

"

Indian Blankets
Woven from the purest lambs' fleece.

Nearly

all of the Indian tribes today are wearing Navajo

Blankets, proving them to be
in design and coloring. The
Indian
uinely
white man has adopted them for a hundred
different uses

i "Art-Craf- t"

At automobile rob, touch eovtro, tor Interior
decoration, and every place where an artiette,
uarau pure wool robe to required.
B unre to see our window. Come In and let

jghP you jmr whol assortment.

Las VGaaLoadinStoro

thick
nearly
time.

CHRISTIAN

P

SCIENCE

nr

A

A

My

NY

eyes

had my eyes

treated and took
a great deal of
medicine, but
nothing seemed to
help me until I
I
tried Peruna,
always use Peruna when my family
need It. Always find It very good;
it helps wonderfully. You can use
my testimonial anywhere you wish
'

So says Mrs. C. Skehan,

No.

o'clock.

f.AHVINfl SET IS REINfi
SHARPENED FOR VALIANT WORK

whetted
sharp

-

ses-tio- n

non-unio- n

toast-maste-

.V

ju

1

Broadcloth

sensitive to light.
Catarrh was my
I had
trouble.

FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
MINES ARE REOPENED
Rev. Norman Skinner, pastor, Doug
street
rralrie
Tenth
Creek, Ark., Nov. 21. Un
and
las avenue
Morning worship and sermon at 11 der the protection or United States
troops operations1 of the Bache-Den- o'clock.
man interests were resumed today in
A
A
Bible study and Sunday school
labor.
Hartford valley by
of the Sisters of Loretto.
In
sent
workmen
band
The
of
small
m.
a.
sion at 9:45
Soeietv' of Christian Endeavor at yesterday by Franklin Bache, receiver
for the company, today went to the
6:30 p. m.
HC
which
MANY AN APPETITE IS BEING 'freshments were served, sifter
The chnrch extends a most hearty Griffith mine, near tne, soiaters' camp,
cuk
several impromptu speeches were giv welcome to all people. Visitors and the first of the Bache. mines to be
exceeding
ma'
re
en, D. L, Batchelor acting as
sojourners in the city especially wel- opened up. It is planned by the
Among the guests from other comed.
ceiver gradually to extend operations
churches were Rev. R. A. Simonds,
until several of the mines will be runJVKSGIV IN G'S COMING Rev.
J. M. Harris and Dr. and Mrs.
THE SHILOH BAPTIST CHURCH, ning.
J. H. landau.
Columbia and National avenue.
WILL FILL UP ON
EVERYBODY
4 4
FOLEY CATHARTIC TABLETS
James E. Richard, pastor.
TURKEY AND CRANBERRIES
Miss Greenberger Gives
are. many times when one
There
of
service::
Hours
THURSDAY
a Dancing Party
man
m,
7:45
a.
questions another's actions and
m.,
p.
Preaching 10:45
On 'Wednesday evening Miss CaroMen act differently, under
motives.
a.
m.
9:30
Schoo),
Sabbath
As the week of Thanksgiving draws line
Greenberger entertained dellght- The quesdifferent circumstances.
. .
.
n
nlra
B. Y. P. U., 6:30 p. m.
iu
uu
seems
near, society
q honQr of M,w Regma Rosen.
would
do
tion
church
a
right now
is,
bme
yffu
without
are
what,
If
u deep breath preparatory xo uuuug
w o AiDuaucrtrae and Miss Flor-- come!you We can
if you had a severe cold? Could you
you.
help
holiwhirl
of
annual plunge into the
enee noodman of Philadelphia. Cards
If you are looking for church wori do better than to take Chamberlain's
day activities. Everybody seems to were played during the early evening, come! You can
It Is highly recom
Cough Remedy?
help us.
occu
have his or her mind too much
re
Delicious
followed bv dancing.
who have used it
mended
by
people
pied with thoughts of turkey and cran-herr-y freshments capped a wholly enjoyable
Rev, for years and know Ita value. Mrs
TABERNACLE
CHRISTIAN
sauce, not to mention pumpkin social session. Those present were
H. Whistler. Minister. Eighth street O. E. Sargent, Penv Ind., sayB, "Champie, to bother amout entertainments Miss Hazel Gerard, Miss Helen Kelly, J,
berlain's Cough Remedy Is worth its
avenue.
and all such matters of minor impor- Miss Frances Myers, Miss Alleen Ro and Main
9:45 a. m. Bible School. Bring weight in gold and I take pleasure in
tance. But "anticipation is better than senthal, Miss Helen Nahm, Miss Flor
The minister's Bible class recommending it," For sale by all
Ribles.
realization," so that when the holiday ence Goodman of Philadelphia, Miss
dealers. Adv
10:30.
at
meets
week does occur the hitherto vital Ixtrna Johnson, Miss Regina Hosen-wal- d
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with
11:00 a. m. Communiclon,
question of Thanksgiving "eats" is
Miss Louise
of Albuquerque,
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mon on "The Administration of the
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social
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Cunningham, Miss Caroline
Burlington,
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keeps everyone on toe run morning, ger, Mr. B. Kraft,. Mr. Orrin Blood, Holy Spirit."
on the government
borers
employed
and
evangelistic
7:30 p. m.. Song
noon and night and all the time be. Mr. Donald Hart, Mr. Dorset Toll"A Careful Survey levee 20 mileB north of Burlington
sermon,
service:
tween,
Mr.
man, Mr. Harold McWilliams,
were killed by dynamite at noon to
of the Fact of Sin."
Of course, Thursday Is an exceplion
Gerard, Mr. Samuel Greenberger,
this
day. The men were thawing the
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to
invited
are
All
worship
to this because on that day all per- Mr. Joseph Broclcman, Mr. Ralph
ot.
when the accident occurred.
don
who
people
especially
church,
sons are so engrossed in the intensely Rohrer and Mr. Frank Laadau.'
elsewhere.
attend services
V
fascinating sport of fishing turkey
lou will like their positive action.
giblets out of the gravy bowl without Altar Guild Meets
have a tonic effect on the bow
They
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FIRST METHODIST
eing caught, and testing their "stuf- With Miss Lowry
Nation- els, and give a wholesome, thorough
and
street
of
Corner
Eighth
fing" capacity that naught e3se is givThe Altar Guild o St. Paxil's Mebowel tract
al avenue; Rev: Royal A. Simonds cleaning to the entire
en a thought, nut althougU Bocial ac- morial church held Its regular
to healthy activity and
the
Stir
liver
tivities were somewhat tew in quanti ly meeting on Thursday at the home pastor.
Kundav school at 9:45 a. m. W. G. keep stomach sweet. Constipation
ty this week, they were great in qual- of Miss Louise Lowry. Regular ro
headache, dull, tired feeling never af
ity, tor those occurred were well worth tine business was attended to. Those Ogle, Superintendent.
feet those who use Foley Cathartic
11
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Preach
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at
worship
Morning
attending.
present were Miss Helen CunningTablets.
Only 25c O. G. Schaefer
ine bv the pastor. Subject, "Deep
m (
ham, Miss Phebe Hart, Miss Ruth
Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
and
Unto
Deep."
The Elks' play is coming along in Winters. Miss .Teanett.e Ward, Miss Calling
Epworth league at 6: 30 p. m. Miss
jrreat shape. When ready for presen- Emma Tamme, Rev. J. S. Moore and
NOTED SCHOLAR DEAD
Ruth Conrad, leader.
tation it bids fair to "make them all Miss Louise Lowry.
New York, Nov. 21. Dr. Ernest F
D.
S.
Alonzo
Rev.
7:30
Bright,
At
t;it up and take notice."
died in a hospital here today
D., of Albuquerque, will preach. Dr. Richard
after an operation for an abscess on
of
men
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foremost
one
of
the
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Bright
Cradle Roll and
the denomination, and will be heard the brain. Since 1903 he had been a
Mothers Entertained
lecturer on the history of German cul
with great pleasure.
Yesterday afternoon a Thanksgiving
ture and literature at Columbia unl
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all
to
invited
You
are
cordially
party v as given to the cradle roll, Of Airs.
versity.
Ctappell, of Five Yean' services of this church.
their mothers andi the primary depart-
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ing Rest
Presentation of Alms, Chant.
Regular services every Sunday mornHymn 506, Soldiers of Christ Arise.
This church is open daily for private
ing at 11 o'clock and Wednesday
evening at 8 o'clock in Carnegie Li- prayer and meditation.
Full vested choir and crucifer at 11
brary.

ui

Gown
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Ills.
First mass at 6 a. m. Third Sunday 614 S. Leavltt St. Chicago.
excepted.
Second, mass 8 am. Sermon In
Morning prayer and sermon, 11.
Order of service at ll o'clock:
English. This la Children's mass but
everybody la welcome, especially the
Hymn 504 My Soul be on Thy
English speaking people'. Hymns ren- Guard.
dered toy the children under the direc-Venite Exultemus Iomjno, Chant.
Third mass at 10 a. m. Sermon In
Gloria Patri, Chant.
Spanish.
Te Deum Laudamus.
From 3 to 4 Sunday school.
Benedictus, Chant.
At 4 p. m. May devotion and beneHymn 342, Art Thou Weary?
diction of the blessed sacrament
Sermon.
At the New Mexico Hospital for the
Anthem. Ye Shall Dwell In the
Insane mass every fourth Sunday by Land.
the reverend pastor.
Hymn C09 When the Weary Seek

pass by without stopping to admire the
beautiful patterns in

Graceful

-

to Indigestion
that per
sons w o have indigestion become
ii discouraged and despondent
Here
are a few words of hope and cheer
for them by Mrs. Blancho Bowers, Indiana, Pa. "For years my digestion
was so poor that I could not eat the
lightest foods. I tried everything
that I heard of to get relief, but not
until about a year ago when I saw
Chamberlain's Tablets advertised and
got a bottle of .them, did I find the
right treatment. I soon began to im
prove, and since taking a few bottles
of them my digestion is fine." For
sale by all dealers. Adv.

eye lids were

to."

Pastor.

You can't

Navajo

i

Sunday school lor Eiglish speaking and Spanish speaking children
avery Sunday at 1:30 p. rau
CHURCH OF OUR LADY OF SOR.
ROWS Very Rev. Paul Gilberton,

'
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Look at lie
I am Well.-

PULPIT

iXli r

SATURDAY,

.

Despondency

It is not at

WORLD'S

Due

all surprising

BIBLE CONFERENCE

Washington, Nov. 21. Having for
its object the stimulation of interest
iii the Bible as a means of arousing
better citizenehip, a World's Bible
conference will be opened here tc-j morrow, and churchmen of all deno
minations are already In the city to
participate. The opening meeting will
take place ln Poli's theater, and simultaneous meetings are to be held
in Baltimore and Richmond.
fame are
Speakers of world-wid- e
on the
program announced
committee in
iby the Washington
charge of the conference. Among
these are Rev. Dr. J. II. Jowett, Rev.
Dr. Newell Dwight Hillis, nev. S. P.
Cadman, Rev. S. D. Gordon and Rev.
Floyd W. Tomkins.
over the
Dr, Jowett, known all
world as foremost commentator on
the Bible, will be a central figure. Another Interesting speaker will be Rev.
Camden M. Cobern, of Allegheny col
lege, who will denfend the Bible on
scientific! grounds, having made a
first hand study of recent archaeolotht
frcm
is
xnis
sloped
the
in
drew,
lines
to simplicity
share gical discoveries, all of whbh, he asA RETURN
and style is promised in dress de- sides toward the back in a middl
A short panel at the
curve.
serts, tend to confirm biblical state
season.
fall
the
for
coming
signs
the ments,
above
from
of
back
the
shell
hangs
we
that
Prophets of fashion say
lin-- j
to more than half the
be governed by things military in the waist
matter of clothes. We may therefore length or the plaiiings below. The
Remarkable Cure of Croup
cut with the
expect shorter shoulder Hues, straight body of the jacket is ar.d
"Last
winter when my little boy had
the three
one piece,
skirts, waistcoat effects, buttons and shoulder In
I
croup
got him a bottle of Chamberwith
iu
set
Is
sleeve
braids In decorations. The poise of quarter straight
I honestly belain's
The
Remedy.
Cough
jacket
the figure will change, and the proper a little fullness st the top.
A rolling collar of the
writes Mrs.
his
saved
It
lieve
with
life,"
miliis
finished
be
will
also
thing iu carriage
t
in p!ace by small wires. J. B. Cook, Indiana, Pa, "It
the
tary. That Is, this will all happen if velvet held
and
the purveyors of fashion are right in It is provlfled with buttonholes to phlegm and relieved his coughing
large buttons matching those usd
their predictions.
spells. I am most grateful for what
But the transition from our loosely decorate the front of the skirt. By this remedy has done for him." For
little
a
touch
topockel
a
of
finishing
way
garments of
hanging,
sale by all dealers. Adv.
side is simulated.
day will not be too sudden. The gown at each
ol
and
sleeves
of
the
bottom
The
transiof
pictured here shows signs
RATES
and the top OPPOSE HIGHER PHONE
tion. One first remarks in it the ab- the jacket, the pocket-flaJefferson City, Mo., Nov. 21. Vig
sence of the long tunic and the disap- of the sleeves, are decorated with a
fine latticework of the smallest orous opposition will be presented at
pearance of any extra drapery in the
soutache braid. This decoration ap the hearing, set for next Monday, on
cut
so
skirt. The skirt is, however,
the front
that it does not hang in straight pears again in a band acrossworn
of the Southwestern
ovei the application
lines but has the effect of wrapping of the skirt. The dress is
and
Telephone company
Telegraph
blouse of wash silk oi
a
the figure somewhat.
to
its rates' to St. Louis
Increase
(Bell)
moda
a
chine.
It
is
de
graceful
a
with
crepe
The small coat is provided
while
The
decide
one
patrons.
which
on
public service commismay safely
vest of chiffon velvet, extending
seam to a point awaiting the establishment ot tht sion will hold the hearing, ani the comfrom the under-ara little above the swell of the bust. military styles which are, so far, onlj pany will be asked to show why $137.-00It is finished across the back and rumored.
additional revenue is annually
JULIA BOTTOM LEY.
Bides with a plaiting of the fabric of
needed, as they claim, to' provide for
added expense.
The reports of the commission's exGirls
Little
For
Dress Accessories
perts upon the valuation of the property of the company for the purpose
of
will be presented. An
will
be afforded the comopportunity
!
pany's officials to quiz the experts
upon their figures, which are approximately $900,000 lower upon the plant
value than the figures of the company
upon which it bases its demand for
,
increased rates1.
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Rub a sore throat with BALLARD'S
One or two apSNOW LINIMENT.
cure
will
it completely.
plications
Price 25c, 50c and ?1 per bottle. Sold
b- - Central
Drug Co. Adv.

k

ment of the First Christian churn
Bible school. About - 4" were in attendance at the extremely pleasant affair, which took , place at the church
Jjuilding. An enjoyable afternoon was
spent in games. .Mrs. Hasty sang a
lew selections and Mrs, D. L. Batchelor and Rev, J. H. Whistler gave helpful talks to the mothers on early Impressions and characteristics of children. 7ce cream, cake and coffee
were served at individual tables. The
party was In charge of a committee
f the ladies from the Bible school
consisting of Mrs. Whistler, Mrs. Curtis, Mrs. Council, Mrs. Grinslade and
"Mrs. Gerard.

Standing, Relieved by CardoL

THE 'FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
Rev. J. Milton Harris, pastor.
Bible school, 9:45 a. m.
Mf. Airy, N. C Mrs. Sarah M. Chap- Morning worship, 11 a. m.
of this town, says: "I suffered for
B. Y. P. TX 6:30 p. m.
f)ell
years with womanly troubles, also
Evening worship, 7:30 p. m.
and
stomach troubles,
my punishment
was more than any one could tell.
Prayer meeting. Wednesday even
I tried most every kind of medicine, tng 7:30 p. m.
but none did me any good.
The subject of the morning sermon
I read one day about Cardul, the wowill be "Flyers, Racers and Plodders."
man's tonic, and 1 decided to try it. I
had not taken but about six bottles until The evening subject will be "The
1 was almost cured.
It did me more Things God Hath Appointed Unto
good than all the other medicines I had Man." The Baptist church takes its
tried, put together.
one stand upon the Bible as the Word
My friends began asking me why 1
of
God, and offers its homage to Jesus
looked so well, and 1 told them about
Cardui. Several are now taking it"
Christ as the one Saviour, Lord and
Do you, lady reader, suffer from any Redeemer of mankind. ,
cf the ailments due to womanly trouble,
'
The ushers will seat you, the music
Reccntion for
such as headache, backache, sideache.
will
ss' fsiMtor
tired
please you, the Gospel will satisfy
that
and
sleeplessness,
everlastingly
Family
1
s1:4T even me at their home
rou, and the people are friendly.
if so, let us urea you to give Cardui. a
' r
T "v ,T IT Wl I
i
i
trial. We feel coniident It will help you,
4
I
ST. PAUL'S MEMORIAL CHURCH.
i
i
a
a r o
just ss it lias a million other women in
Rev. J. S .Moore, Rector, 716 National
f ilip Pi- - t C In !!- - the past hair century.
' r n i
y.
i '
You avenue. East Lai Ve?a8.
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ic 'i
time
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Sunday next before Advent, Nov.
t;
H'ritt U; Cbfinira Mtrt'etns Co., taJie 22.
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Miiioiy I?t)t., Gtannnooga. Twin., for Sttttal
Holy Communion. 7:30.
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There Can be no Doubht About the
Results In East Lai Vegas
Results tell the tale.
accessory
ABOUT the newestis dress
the altogether
All doubt Is removed.
girls
The testimony of an East Laa Ve practical sash, or loose belt, of black
velvet ribbon finished With a perfectly
gas citizen.
flat bow, which is worn with any sort
Can be easily Investigated.
of dress for afternoon. One sees this
What better proof can be had?
girdle of velvet on fine white lingerie
J. Monroe, prop, tin shop, Douglas frocks and on simpler white dresses,
Ave., East Las Vegas, says: T was and It appears also as a part of sheer,
bad off with my back and kidneys. It zephyr ginghams, dimities, organdies,
hurt me to bend or do any work where and similar fabrics. It is worn loosely,
narrow straps of the fabI bad to use my back. A sharp pain supported by
ric sewed to the little dress, and
seized me and I could hardly straight fastens with hook and eye or
clasps
en. My kidneys acted badly and gave under the bow. Ita proper
adjustment
me a lot of trouble. A friend told me is very clearly shown in the picture
about Doan's Kidney Pills and said I given here.
Velvet ribbon, from three inches
should try them. I did so and a few
boxes cured me. I do lots of hard wide to the widest widths in which
ribbons are woven, are strongly feawork, but my back has stood the test,
tured in dancing frocks for older girls.
thanks to Doan's Kidney Pills."
The widest ones make up a considerPrice 50e, at all dealers. Don't sim able part of the bodice, as they extend
ply ask for a kidney remedy get Doan's from a little below the waist to the
Kidney Pllla the same that Mr.. Mon bust line.' This leaves only the matroe had.
Co., Trops., ter of the sleeves to be taken care of.
Put little fcirla only the narrow widths
Euf.'aio, N. Y. Adv.
Poster-MHbur-

n

ffl

THE EMBARGO LIST
Washington, Nov. 21. Nearly 400
kinds of articles have been declared
by neutral countries
and are on their embargo list made
public by the state department They
are arranged alphabetically so as to
resemble an American tariff act. In
a, prominent place, of course, are arms
and ammunition, but there are also
many articles which never have been
associated in the public mind with
military use, such as goats, hoes, ,gaa
cylinders, cotton waste, earth wax,
shellac and even seeds and chemicals.
Important
Bear ln mind that Chamberlain'
Tablets not only move the bowels but
Improve the appetite and strengthen
the digestion. For sale by all dealers.

of the ribbon should he thus employed.
A folded sash of ribbon, finished
with a fiat bow at the back, is shown
in the second picture. This ribbon is
KENTUCKY MURDER CASE
often flowered and always of a light,
soft texture that will not muss easily.
Glasgow, Ky., Nov. 21. A special
Little girls delight In ribbone, and for session of the circuit court will conthat reason are indulged in sprightly vene In Munfordville on Monday, to
hair bows, and when a ribbon sash is
L. Pendleton of Edmonton,
worn a band and bow for the hair to try C,
with the killing of A. B.
charged
is
allowed the little maid.
match

Children's shoes are as simply made
as possible, and those for daily wear
follow the natural outline of the foot
exactly. Nothing is ln worse taste
than a misfit in shoes on children, or
anyone else.
In little dresses designed for school
or play plain belts are made of the
same material as the dress and are
worn in the same manner as the velvet
girdle shown here. Nothing is allowed
the little girl iu the way of furbelows
other thaa her sash and hair ribbon.
Thus simply clad she remains until
well Into her teens.
JULIA BOTTOM LEY.

Franklin, a deputy sheriff. The case
was removed to Hart county on account of public sentiment. The case
has been twice postponed.

RAISE HOSPITAL FUND
Kansas Cityv Nov. 21. Mayor Green
is heading the campaign which begins
tomorrow to raise $50,000 for th
completion ot Bethany hospital, a
modern eix story steel, and concrete
The campaign will last a
building.
full week, and every resident of the'
city will have an opportunity to

'
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ROBERTS FAVORS EDUCATION OF
THE YOUNG IN NATIVE LANGUAGE

f.hfe's

GASEof f.lrs. HA

children
in their native language. Dr., Roberts
said it had been proved that children
make better progress in school when
the language used there is the language of the home. He said that after a few years' early training In the
native language, the child will take up
English more readily than had he
been set to work studying in that
tongue from the first.
Here follows Dr. Roberts' speech in
younger

Spanish-America- n

full:'

The educational system of New
Mexico is suffering from two fundamental errors. The school men are
responsible for one; the other Is
forced upon us. I know of no error
in all our pedagogical experience more
persistent than the tendency of the
school man to generalize from too

meager data. He finds one thing that
works well with one student, and then
says, "This is a good thing for all
students." A professor in the Agricultural College of Colorado found
some old and seasoned school men
Interested in plant breeding Immediately, he said, "Since this is of value
to some of our students, it is suirely
'of value to every school boy or girl,
and I am going to the State Teachers'
Association, to tell them what should
be taught to every boy and girl in
Colorado."
It seems to me we show
no better pedagogical judgment than)
this when we say a text book that
is particularly adapted to the schools
of the Pecos Valley fa. therefore,
adapted to every school throughout
the state of New Mexico. Thinking
in the same way, we have said that
the schools of New Mexico, regardless
of
of race or previous attainment
in
the
students
all
must
teach
pupils
same way and for the same length of
time.

The state should be districted Into
at, least three districts. Into one dis
trict I would place all those schools
where English is the only language
of the children. In another district,
I would place those children whose
only language on entering school Is
the Spanish. The third district would
.contain those schools where both English and Spanish are the language of
the home. I realize that no hard and
fast lines can be., drawn, but these
divisions can be approximated. Each
section should have its own organization, its own course of study, and its
teachers trained to meet its peculiar
needs.

The second error, the one forced
upon the state and accepted by many
without protest, is the requirement
that all the teaching in the schools
of the state be in English. The Enabling Act declared that "provision
shall be made for the establishment
and maintenance of a system ot public, schools
and that said schools shall always be
conducted in English." Tn conformity with this requirement, the makers
of our state constitution wrote into
that document the very words of the
Enabling Act, "said schools shall always be conducted in English." Although statehood was a boon to New'

Declares Lydia E. Pinkham's

language of the home. After the Boel
Vegetable Compound
war, which brought about the supro
Saved Her Life
macy of England in South Africa, the
question whether the Dutch language
and Sanity.
sians commands that the Polander or the English language should
and the Finn forget his native tongue be the language of the schools,
Shamrock, Mo.
"I feel it my duty
and learn to read in the language of was bitterly fought out upon the to leu me puDiic we condition of my
unhealth before using
the conqueror, we express our indigna- political field. After a very
the legislative
your medicine. I had
tion in no uncertain terms. Yet when fortunate campaign,
to body elected felt the need of removing
falling, inflammawe have a problem of
tion and congestion,
deal with, we settle it upon the basis the educational question entirely from
female weakness,
that the language of the majority politics. Therefore, It appointed a
pains in both sides,
unanicommission which
must displace the language of the few.
backaches and bearAfter all, is the Spanish language the mously recommended that in
ing down pains, was
short of memory,
settlements, Dutch should be
language ot the few, when we conused during the first three or four
nervous, impatient,
sider American possessions?
passed sleepless
school
as
the
of
the
language
years
is
not
educational
This
for
problem
nights, and had
us in New Mexico alonei
It exists in which the chilld should be taught
neither strength nor
school,
But
immediately,
upon
entering
Cuba
in
in Arizona, California,
nearby
energy. There was always a fear and
and Porto Rico, and in far away Ma- the teacher gives oral lessons in Eng- dread in my mind, I had cold, nervous,
nila. Here in New Mexico we face lish, sometimes only two lessons per weak spells, hot flashes over my body.
a fact, a condition, and not a theory. week. The number is increased as ra- I had a place in my right side that waa
so sore that I could hardly bear the
'
We have children entering school at pidly as conditions permit. In the
weight of my clothes. I tried medicines
of
use
the
fourth
begin
they
year
word
a
who
not
know
of
six years
age,
and doctors, but they did me little good,
of
of English. We Immediately
give English. Doctor Viljoen, director
and I never expected to get out again.
teacher, education, Orange Free State, asserts I got Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
them an English-speakinwho knows no Spanish, who attempts that those pupils who are not originCompound and Blood Purifier, and I certo teach them to read. She does suc- ally taught iu their own. language nev- tainly would have been in grave or in an
ceed in teaching them a list of words er come to know either the Dutch or asylum if your medicines had not saved
me. But now I can work all day,
sleep
that they can say by rote, but they the English effectively.
well at
eat anything I want, have
Doctor A. H. Mackay, superintend- no hot night,
have no conception of their meaning.
flashes or weak, nervous spells.
' When
an English-speakinchild ent of education, in Nova Scotia, says, AH pains, aches, fears and dreads are
comes into the school, we immediately in speaking of the schools of Nova gone, my house, children and husband
say to the teacher, "Proceed from the Scotia and New Brunswick: "For a are no longer neglected, as I am almost
free of the bad symptoms I had
known to the unknown.
Learn the number of years we endeavored to entirely
before taking your remedies, and all is
(French-speakinchildren)
them
mass
the
of
his
and
give
pupil
apperceptive
pleasure and happiness in
home."
home terminology, and make the at least in the common school grades, Mrs. Josie Ham, It. F. my
D. 1, Box 22,
instruction
with
readers,
school work harmonize with them."
Shamrock, Missouri.
In teaching the English child to read, from the beginning in English." The
If you want special advice write
we' use tiie familiar words of the 'result was unsatisfactory. Therefore, Lydia E. IMnkham Medicine
Co.,
a commission was appointed, and its (confidential) Lynn, Mass.
home.
When a Spanish-speakinthe
recommendations
gov
child enters the school, a teacher,
accepted by
speaking what is to the pupil a ernment. It recommended: "That the
It has also geatly facilichild
strange jargon, who knows nothing education of the French-speakintated the learning of English. That
that he knows, so rar as language is should commence and be continued is, a
child of nine,
concerned, undertakes to teach him to during the first four years in the who has learned his own language
read, by proceeding from the unknown mother tongue." French, readers were first, will write better English and
to the unknown along the pa'hs of the provided, for the schools. During this read English more
intelligently than
i
;
time English was taught colloquially. a
unknown.
child of eleven who
There is just one thing to do with So that after the fourth year, instruc- has been taught English exclusively
child of the firsl tion could go on in English continu- from the first day he entered school."
the Spanish-speakinand second grades, and that it to teach ously. Doctor Mackay reports: "The
In the light of the most fundamental
him to read in the Spanish language, children in this way learn English facts of psychology and the experience
the language of his home, using the more easily."
of a great nation in dealing with the
Doctor G. W. Parmelee, secretary of problem of teaching its language, our
same psychology that we use in dealchild. the department of public, instruction, language, the English language, to a
ing with the English-speakinYou may say that this conclusion Quebec, says: "In the first place, we polyglot people, we are forced to say
is reached a priority; that experience are quite agreed that it is impossible that the schools of the Spanish-speakinonly is the real test of the eftleiency to expect to educate children in both
setcions of New Mexico will never
of a system. Accepting such a dic- languages at the same time, beginning be efficient until the child entering the
tum, we will turn to the experience when they first go to school. There school receives his Instruction in the
of the nation most successful in edu- is absolutely no doubt about that psy- language of the home.
As a conclusion, I would recommend
cating people of. every language. The chologically, and our experience abun
world has marveled at the colonial dantly proves that we must at fir
that a series of Spanish readers be
tho mother chosen for the Spanish-speakininstruction in
chilsystem of Great Britain, and every give
nation on earth studies that system tongue."
dren of grades I, II, and III.; that
carefully, that it may know how best
these children be taught by teachers
Ontario,
Throughout
to deal with the political phases of schools were established, but Doctor who know both the Spanish and the
colonial life. Today, we are not in- Parmelee reports: "It wa9 shown In English language; that the teachers
terested In polities', but in education, these schools that the plan of using begin oral English and continue it
and ask the question, "How has Eng- both languages as media of Instruction for three or four years, introducing
land dealt with the question of
from an early age, was not satisfac the Spanish child to the English readgualism throughout her many varied tory."
er probably in the fourth grade,-anprovinces?"
As a result, the educational system as soon thereafter as possible, carry
In dealing with the question, the was
The system was reor on all instruction in English.
changed.
Right Honorable Walter Runciman, ganized, and the policy of the departIn this way, save the native lanmember of parliament, in addressing ment is now expressed by Doctor Par- guage to the child, and make the acin melee as follows: "To sum up: In quired language of more value to him.
the Conference on
1911, declared: "First of all, of course, the first
place, we consider that the No one of you realizes the Importance
one wants to know what are the lan- instruction must be in the first in of English to the Spanish-Americaguage conditions of the home."
stance in the mother tongue; change people more than T do; but you and
So far as I have been able to dis to a second
language comes at a later I, saturated with our English, are no
cover, the question of what language time."
more anxious for the Spanish-Amer- i
shall be taught in the primary grades
Mr. Owen Edwards, chief inspector can children to learn the English than
is settled in every section of the of schools for Wales, speaking of the the fathers, who know not a word of
great empire in accordance with the problem of teaching English to
English. The whole idea cf this pachildren, says: "We thought per is to find a way to better teach
that the best way of teaching English the English, and I am certain that psy
to the" Welsh child would be to make chology and experience point the way
the language and the atmosphere of as herein expressed.
the school entirely English, and to use
The football classic at the new Tale
Welsh, if at all, for the purpose of
stadium today is the end of the season.
absolutely necessary explanation."
This Bystem has been a failure. He
quotes with approval the 'report of
a small committee of teachers of great "GA&CARETS" CLEANSE
ability and long experience, as folMexico, it seems to me the price is
too great. , When the kaiser forces
the German language upon
and the czar of all the RusAlsace-Lorrain-
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Warm

the Cold

Corners

lows:

DECLARE,"

JL said Mrs. Comfort, "I thought no

one ever would use
that upstairs room.'
And you couldn't
blame them it certainly was chilly,

and there didn't

seem to be any way
of heating it. Finally I got this Per
fection Heater and
now it is as good as an attic room. With a Perfection to keep it warm it is perfectly comfortable."

The Perfection can be carried anywhere, where there la need of
extra heat. In five minutes it will warm any ordinary room.

TvnTTvn'
SMOKELESS Oft

T10N
HEATERS

0 v

)

It Is solid,
easy to clean and
rewick, and burns without smoke or odor.
It is fully guaranteed. At hardware and
furniture stores everywhere. Look for the
Triangle trademark.
THE CONTINENTAL OIL COMPANY
good-lookln- p,

(

(Incorporated in Colorado)
Albuqut-rqvi- e
Puatilo
Danger
CKeyeonv
Bui bo
Butte
Sit Lalta City

j

LIVER AND BOVELS

He reads words with which he as
sociates no meaning, and is denied
access to the written word which would NO MORE HEADACHE, BAD COLDS,
at once call up ideas and stimualte
AND
SOUR STOMACH
his Intelligence. Thus, when he has
CONSTIPATION
attained the age of six or seven, his
book tells him nothing. NTha language
box now.
Get a
he reads he cannot understand, and
Are you keeping your liver, stomach
the language he understands, he can- and bowels clean, pure and fresh with
not read.'" The same report might Cascarets or
merely forcing a passbe made for New Mexico. ,
few
every
ageway
days with salts.ca-tharti- c
He concludes from Welsh experi
or
castor
oil? This is
pills
ence that: ' "In the first place, an inimportant
fant (a child) can only be taught
Cascarets immediately cleanse the
through the medium of his 'home, lan
remove the sour, undigested
stomach,
guage; ana secondly, no lniant can oe k,
food and foul gases;
and
fermenting
two
lan
taught to read and write
excess bile from the liver
take
tho
guages at the same time."
out of the system the conIn the kindergarten, Welsh is the and carry
waste matter and poison in
stipated
lan"a
little
oral
But
only language.
bowels.
guage, as a rule, about two lessons a the
odds how sick, headachy, bilious
No
is
first.
from
the
introduced
week,
to
a
Gradually, this oral, lesson becomes and constipated you feel, Cascaret
more frequent, until, when the child night will straighten you out by morn
is about seven, a lesson is given nearly ing. They woi k wnue you sleep. A
box from youar druggist will keep
every day . . ..
head clear, stomach sweet and
In the
your
it
districts,
ia not too much to say that the new your liver and bowels regu'ar for
er, method of teaching by means of the incnths. Don't forget the children
home, language, . has practically dou their little inaides need a gentle cleanbled the efflcienev of the schools. .. sing, too. Adv.
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Friend

COLUMBIANS'

Las Vegas Educator Advocates Innovation at Meeting of Educational Council Today
Dr. Prank H. H. Roberts, president
of the New Mexico Normal University
of this city, today advocated, at the
meeting of the state educational council in Albuquerque, the teaching of the

and must bQ the invention, of an im
things of heir neighbors, it is unforta "

f.I:l!::r5 Tell c f

EMARKABL

g

10-ce-

...

vMm,ii VZiKMjliii waters: .
Anj.
Experience Is or should be our best
CIRCULATED
teacher. Women who have obeyed the
highest and noblest of all sacrifices, the
OLIC PRESS
struggle for the life of others, should
have a better idea of helpful Influence
Judge Richard H. Hanna, Masonic than those who theorize from observation.
At any rate when a prospective granddistrict deputy for New Mexico, has mother
urges her daughter to do as she
written a letter to Francis E. Wood did to Use "Mother's Friend," there Is
to
believe It the right advice.
reason
of Albuquerque, state deputy of the
"Mother's Friend" is an external apKnights of Columbus, expressing his plication for expectant mothers. Its puris to furnish pliancy to the muscles,
confidence in the Masonic committee pose
to take away the strain on the cords and
of California which read the rituals ligaments, to relieve the tension of nerves
or agof the Knights of Columbus and de and tendons so apt to provoke twitch-Ings
gravate nausea, morning sickness,
of the limbs and so on.
clared them to be free from any matAlthough, in the nature of things,- S.
ter which would be offensive to Ma- woman
would usa "Mother's Friend" but
sons or protestajvts or that would but rarely, yet so effective has It been
found
that
remedy is on sale
make of the members of the order In most this splendid
drug stores throughout the
undesirable citizens. Since New Mex- United States.
It has been prepared by
ico Masonry undoubtedly will be in Bradfleld Regulator Co., 406 Lamar Bldg.,
Atlanta, Ga.. and advertised by us for
terested in the action of the Cali over forty years. This Is a fine record
such a special remedy and the gratefornia members of the craft, and as for
are Just as
ful letters received
Catholics and Knights of Columbus appreciative as were those of years agu
are supmethods
that
also will read with interest the re- notwithstanding
posed to have greatly advanced. Ask at
port of the California committee, The the drug store for a bottle o ''JiQttwr'f
Optic publishes the following article Friend." It is worth while.

THEY REFUTE

LIBELOUS
-'
BY

STORY

ANTI-CATH-

,

to-d-

from yesterday's Albuquerque Herald;
Some two "years ago a certain class
of newspapers
published in this
country, of which "The Menace" is a
type, engaged in fostering religious
hatred and intolerance, published
what purported to be an path taken
by members of the Knights of Colum
bus. It waa a
affair
purporting to hind members of that
order to actively and secretly Instigate an uprising in this country
against Protestants in general and
members of the Masonic order tn
particular and pledged its members to
obedience
under the most horrible
penalties.
Notwithstanding the fact
that persona had been convicted in
different parts of the country of criminal libel for publishing and circulating the alleged oath, its circulation
still continued and recently found Its
way into the. columns of the Southwestern Freemason.
Judge Paul J.
McCormick of Los Angeles, state deputy of the Knights of Columbus for
California then secured the permission of the supreme officers of the
order to submit and disclose to a se--'
lect committee composed of four
members of the highest standing
among tho Masons of California, the
entire ritual, obligations and pledges
of the Knights of Columbus. This
waa accordingly done aud the
report
of that committee and the letter accompanying the same is as follows:
"Hon. Paul. J. McCormick,
"Court House, Los Angeles.
"My Dear Judge: I take pleasure
in handing yom herewith the findings
of the committee of Freemasons to
whom you exhibited the ceremonials
and pledges of the Order of Knights
blood-curdlin-

of Columbus.
"I am very glad that I have been
able, in a measure, to secure this ref
utation of a slanderous lie which has
been widely circulated and which has
been disseiiiinated in many cases by
well meaning, credulous and deluded

persons.
"I shall see to It that this report
has wide circulation among Masons
and you may use it in any way you
deem best to bring about an understanding of the truth among men who,
above all (controversies and conten-tionjdesire to know and to follow
that which is right and true.
"Yours cordially,

nately too true that many people ds
credit them. The composition of tho
Masonic committee happily frees ila
report from, any possible suspicion
of favoritism, to Catholics and it 13
our hope that the exposition of UU3.
infamous invention may act as a
friends-nowarning to our
to credit the equally vicious slaa- ders that are now and hereafter will'
continue to be Invented and circulated
from the same sources that live by
betweert
fostering hatred and
man and1 man."
ill-w-

FIGHTS JURY'S DECISION
n,
Oscar
the opera king, has asked
Judge Thoma3 of the federal district
court to set aside the finding of tha
jury that he owes $4,150 to his former opera director, Simon J. H. de la
Fuente. Judge Thomas will hear the.
arguments on Monday next. The former director, who had charge of the
French operas produced by Hammer-steisued for $5,700 and interest for
breach of contract. The case'" "was
heard a few weeks ago. Mrv' Ham- merstein contested the claim on tho
ground that the renewal of Mr. de la
Fuente's contract at $275 per week
had been obtained by false represen
tations. He asserted that the direc
tor had appeared before him at re
hearsal in gorgeous apparel ,and had
explained that he waa about to sea
Mr.
to complete a contract with him for the production of
"Electra" at the Metropolitan opera.
house, which, according to the claim
of Hammerstein, was' untrue.
New York, Nov. 21.

Ham-merstei-

n,

pious and venomous mind. We find
the Knights of Columbus as shown, by
its ritual is dedicated to the Catholic
and
religion, charity
patriotism.
There is no propoganda. proposed or
taught against Protesante or Mar
sons or persons not of Catholic faith.
Indeed, Protestants and Ma'sons are
not referred to directly or indirectly
Check Kidney Trouble at Once
in the ceremonies and pledges. The
There Is such ready action Sn Foley
ceremonial of the order teaches a high
Kidney Pills, you feel their heal&s
and noble patriotism, instills a love of from
.the very first' dose. Backache,
country, inculcates reverence for law weak, eore
kidneys,, painful bladder
and orden, urges the conscientious and
and irregular action i disappear witli
unselfish performance of civil duty their use. O.
Palmer, Green Bay,
and holds up the constitution of our
Wis., says :;'My wire Is rapidly recountry as the richest and most prec
her health and strength, due
ious possession of a Knight of the covering
solely to Foley Kidney Fills." O. G.
ordar.
Sehacfer and ,Red Cross Drug Store.
"We can find nothing m the entire
....
,
Adv..;-,
..
ceremonials of .the order that to our
mama couiu De OlilCCK d to bv ;u:
QUARANTINE IS LIFTED
person.
"MOTLEY HEWES FLINT,
Washington, Nov. 21. The quaran"33d Degree Past Grand Master of tine against. cattle, shipments from.
Canada! to the United States, imposed.
Masons, oj California.
because
"DANA REID WEILLER.
..... of the foot and mouth dis- "32d Degree past Grand Master, of ease, was lifted today by the depart"
ment o agriculture.
Masons of California.
'
"SAMUEL E. BURKE,
32d Degree Past Master and Inspect Slate of Ohio, City of Toledo,
or of Masonic District."
sa.
t Lucas, County,
In a letter to Francis E. Wood,
Frank J.' Clieney 'makes' flath that
state deputy for New Mexico, Judge he ia senior partner of the firm of P.
Richard H. Hanna, Masonic district J. Cheney and Co.,' doinf business ia
deputy for New Mexico, says of this Ihe City of' Toledo, county and state,
'
'.
report:
aforesaid, and that said firm will pay
'
"I have every confidence in the Ma tho sum of ONE HUNDRED DOL
LARS
each
and
for
sons who have made the investiga
every case of cation, and who have published the. re- tarrh that cannot be cured by the usa
sult of their findings. These several ct HALL'S CATARRH CURE.
" FRANK J. CHENEY.
men have a reputation throughout
Sworn to before me and subscribed
the country for' fair dealing and honesty of purpose and to all Masons at in my presence, this bta day or De
least who know them there will be no cember, A.'D.'ISSCi ' '
belief that they have not made an
(Seal) ' J :' A. W.CLEASON.
"
honest investigation and aii honest
'Notary Public.
Hall's Catarrh Cure" is taken mter- report. I hope that this investigation
will end the unfortunate controversy r.a'Jy and acts directly upon the blood
which has prevailed for the past few and mucous surfaces of the system.
'
'
Seed for testimonials,' free.
years."
'
a
F. J. CHENEY and Co., Toledo, O.
to
on
this
report
Commenting
'
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
Herald reporter Mr. Wood said:
While it seems inconceivable that; Take Hall's Family Pills for
:
'
Adv.
reasonable men, should believe such
Gatti-Casazz- a
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HERVEY.

"October 9, 1914."
"We hereby certify that, by authority of the highest officers of the
Knights of Columbus in the state of
California,, who acted under instructions from the supreme officers of the
order In the United States, we were
furnished a complete copy of all the
work, ceremonies and pledges used by
the order, and that we carefully read,
discussed and) examined the same. We
found that while the order is in a
sense a secret organisation, it is not
an oath bound organization and that
its ceremonies are comprised in four
degrees which are intended to teach
and inculcate principles that lie at the
foundation of every great religion and
every free state. Our examination of
these ceremonials and obligations was
made primarily for the purpose of ascertaining whether or not a certain
alleged oath of the Knights of Columbus which has been printed and widely circulated was in fact, used by the
order and whether, if it was not used,
any oath, obligation or pledge was
used which was or would be
to Protestants or Masons, or those
who. are engaged in circulating a doc
ument of .'peculiar ,, vicious n") and
wickedness. We find that neither the
alleged oath nor any other or pW.e
bearing the remotest resemblance
thereto in matter, manner,, spirit or
purpose is used or forms a part of the
ceremonies of any decree of the
The alleg
Knights of Columbus.
oath is scurrilous,' wicked and libi m
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the well cooked fowl there was noth- ;Sic Transit
left but the bones of the birds Gloria Tango
ing
DAILY
Those present were filrs. Byron Read,
ADDITIONAL SOCIETY
Last winter, in a period of rashness
Mrs. Frank II. H. Roberts, Mrs. Wil- and inconceivable folly, we took a few
ESTABLISHED 1879
liam Shillinglaw, Mrs. F. H. Crail, dancing lessoas. We learned the tanMrs. Charles O'Malley. Mrs. Mabel go, the
and the hesitation,
Holiday Dance
E.
Hall, Mrs. John H. York, Mrs. Carl with all the dips, drags, grape-vine- s
at
the
Published by
Armory
The Woman's club is arranging for Wertz, Mrs. J. R. James, Mrs. Leon and lame ducks thereunto appertaining
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
a big dance at the armory, to take Durham, Mrs. Hal Haldeman, Mrs. F. and in such case made and provided.
(Incorporated)
We thought we had Terpsichore lashplace on the evening of Thursday, No- C. Lewis find Miss Cox.
As
ed to the rudder uf a Zeppelin.
vember 26. This Thanksgiving affair
..Editor will be carried out in a lavish scale A Friday Club Meets
M..M, PADGETT
we glided about the hall or ricochet- THEY THINK IT STRANGE THAT
ed from divan to davenport, just missand will easily be worth twice, tne ad' on Monday Afternoon
HE IS GIVEN IMMUNITY IN
The Friday Bridge club this week ing the piano lamp in our mad flights
mission asked $1 a couple. Commit
FEDERAL CASE
Vti
on
name
a
had
belied
its
and
meeting
tees have been appointed to look after
through some friendly 'parlor, we used
all the arrangements, and the ladies Monday afternoon. Mrs. Charles A. to feel sorry for poor Mr. and Mrs
New York, Nov, 21. From authoriof
the club positively guarantee that Spiess was the hostess. Those pres Castle. We were the dancing demon tative sources it Is learned that the
at
East
the
postoilice
Entered; at
will be as near perfect as it ent were Mrs. S. H. Neustadt of Al- of the day. We were. But last night 21 directors and former directors of
Las Vegas, New Mexico, lor trans- everything
is
human
In
power to bring it. The buquerque, Mrs. S. B. Davis, Jr., Mrs. we happened to drop in on some the New Haven who were indicted
mission through the United States
the 'feed" have E. D. Raynolds, Mrs. Hallett Ray- - friends, whose victrola, as we entered, November 2 under the Sherman
the
decorations,
floor,
law,
oails as second clasB matt.
all. been attended to, and everything nolds, Mrs.- Herbert W. Clark, Mrs. was tearing off "By the sea, by the will fight the government proceedings
Beautiful Sea." We shall forever hate to tho bitter end. Tne vmtest promwill be ,in readiness for (he dancers William E. Gortner, Mrs. E. J.
Mrs. Clifford S. Losey, Mrs. that tune, for It is inextricably inter- ises to be
TERMS OF SUBSCRITION
on Thursday evening,
the greatest legal battle In
Erie Hoke and Mrs. Charles A. mingled with the wreck of our fond-- .
Dally, by Carrier
for
every technicality is like
history,
;:
''
.05
Spiess. i
est conceit We learned last night ly to he employed and every question
Per Copy
k.teresting EntertainmeatV
15 On the
V
Gno Week
that we cant' dance. No more than a as to procedure Interposed,
Lyceum Course
.65
Club
has
Entertainment
On Month
Sewing
the
attend
who
rabbit, we can't dance. There was a
Those
The Indicted directors, who have
TAO
One Year
young fellow in that parlor who had all' entered pleas of not guilty, have
and illustrated lecture at the opera Profitable Meeting
The Eighth Street Sewing circle 'brought with him, from the city, a until Monday tc demur to the indictDaily, by Mall
house on November 28, given by the
met Tuesday of this week at the home slew of new steps and motions and ments. It will be an
Zealan-der$6.00 Rawel
New
One Year (In. advance)
native
of
family
Interesting ses
3.00
Cix Months in advance)
are sure to be fairly entranced, of Mrs. Charles Danziger. After a gestures and poses and by the time we sion, on Monday, for it is assumed the
7.00
beau1-tiepleasant afternoon had been spent got there had taught the young 'ladies directors will all .be represented by
One Year (in arrears)
by "the. fascinating story of the
3.50
refreshments were such delicatessens as the "half and
ix Months (in arrears)
of that wonderful country, the in sewing, dainty
counsel, and it is probable that they
were Mrs. J. half," "the fox trot." "the silo slip" will a'sk to have
Those
served.
present
The
the' indictments
gem' of the South Sea Islands.
Rawel Stern, Mrs. Dan Stern, Mrs. J. H and "the Ford Flop," or something quashed.
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
story will be told in art by Mr.
Mrs. Ben Lewis, Mrs,. Beulah like that. Why, we didn't even know
The indicted men, who face the
GROWER
and in part by his wife, both of whom Landau,
of
Stern
"Vicksburg, Miss., Mrs. Isaac the holds any more. Everything we possibility of a year's term in prison
word
whose
and
.....$2.00 are highly educated
Ona Year....
in Appel, Mrs. Joseph Danziger, Mrs. did was Passe or Alsne or Przemysl. as well as fines of $5,000 each, are:
Six Months..
painting and poetic descriptions
so
chaste, Morris Danziger and Mrs. Charles We were Major General Dub. Last
William Rockefeller, brother of
prose are given in language
narraDanziger.
well
if
didn't
the
you
that
you
John
year
hesitate,
p., and one of thg chief figures
in voices bo musical,
4
(Cash In Advance for Mail
needn't come around. This year if you in the Standard Oil company.
tive fascinates and thrills the imagi
Mrs. Batchelor Hostess
Subscriptions.)
hesitate you are lost and no reward
Theodore N. Vail, head of the Bell
nation.
Remit by check, craft or money
Sister
for
Her
offered.
the
aids
speakers
telephone.
The stereopticon
rder. If sent otherwise we will not in
On Tuesday afternoon Mrs. D. L.
4
George F. Backer, chairman of the
illustrating tub iwiuic,
for
loss.
- Batchelor
ie responsible
subentertain
a
Stuff
Las
this
of
delightful
gave
First National bank of New York'.
Vegas
the beauties and wonders
Specimen copies free on application.
ment at her Lincoln avenue apart Will not Fall for
where
Lewis Cass Ledyard, one of the
South
of
the
Seas,
island
tropic
The Mutual theater on Bridge most distinguished American lawyers.
the wild animals, snakes and lurking ments in honor of her sister, Mrs. F.
AT
Clovis. The affair took street, both in its old quarters and In
Al l PAPERS DISCONTINUED
Charles. M. Pratt, philanthropist and
dangers of the forest are unknown, J. Evans of
EXPIRATION OF TIME
and wher eit is possible to draw fish the form of a luncheon. Those pres- its handsome new playhouse, has huilt Standard OH director.
PAID FOR
Dobert W. Taft, New England corfrom the icy cold waters of a deep ent were Mrs. F. J. Evans, of Clovis, up a reputation for clean, wholesome
shoul N. M., Mrs. J. H. Whistler, Mrs. R. G. and entertaining programs. As a re- poration man.
over
the
them
throw
and
lake,
Francis Maxwell, Connecticut busi
der into a boiling spring, where in a Head, Mrs. O. E. Burch, Mrs. J. H. sult, people have been drawn to the
Advertisers are guaranteed the fe wminut.es the fish are literally Ward, Mrs. P. C. Carpenter and Mrs, place in large numbers. This week, ness mam.
William Skiuner. New England man.
however, the management was handlargest dailv and weekly circulation cooked while the fisherman waits for D. L. Batchelor.
ed a large lemon in contracting for ufacturer.
4 4 4
of any newspaper in northern New the next catch.
Mexico.
the appearance of the Harry Siebert
John L. Billajd, Connecticut finan
New Zealand leads the world In Mrs. Lyon is
Smith company, which put on vaude- cier.
some respecta. They have universal Guest of Honor
,
Thomas DeWitt Cuyler, wealthy
On Monday afternoon Mrs. Robert ville.
female suffrage and public ownership
TELEPHONES
This
railroad man.
two
had
.1.
feature
a
and street car lines
at
the
company
hostess
Philadelphia
wa3
railroads
of
bills,
Taupert
Main 2
Business Office...........
Charles F. Brooker, Connecticut inof Mrs. F. M. "The Cbnvfct and the Warden" and
in
honor
party
bridge
....Main 9 At
News Department
the meeting of the Elks lodge Lyon of Albuquerque. A delightful "The New Chief of Police," which dustrial promoter.
Henry IC McHarg, banker and railTuesday evening seven candidates afternoon was enjoyed by all. The were swallowable under the sweeten-In- ?
there
which
of
influence
Aldirector.
motion
excellent
road
M.
were
Mrs. F.
Lyon of
guests
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 21, 1914. will be initiated, following
Edward D. Robbms, former general
The employes of this comwill he an informal "feed" for the buquerque, Mrs. R. F. Johnson, Mrs,
members. All members of the Las M. F. Schmidt, Mrs. H. S. Van Pet-te- panylet us not call them actors, for counsel of the New Haven.
MacCulloch Miller, lawyer
AN UNWOKKED GOLD MINE Vegas lodge and any other lodge of
George
Mrs. C. L. M. Baily, Mrs. E. E. very good reason put on some other
i
.
Over in Kansas, university students the order are invited to be presen-jBreese, Mrs. P. C. Carpenter, Mrs. G. stunts, however, which were absolute- and philanthropist.
D. Newton Barney.
4
A Fleming, Mrs. E. R. Russell, Mrs. ly nauseating. Jokes and songs which
sire saving unite a little money by
would have become putrid with age
James 'S. Elton.
W. J. Lucas and Mrs. IT. P. Browne.
utilizing the parcel post to send their Another Concert
James S. Hemingway.
had they not been rotten In their inweek's washing home to mother for by M. and A. Society
an Mrs. van Houten Gives
A. Heaton Robertson.
has
were
Art
foisted
Music
and
the
The
ception
is
society
of
upon
glad
course,
patrons
Mother,
laundering.
Frederick F. Brewster.
of the house.
to. do it and can do it better than nounced the date for Its next concert. Party for Mrs. O'Bryan
on
ThursAlexander Cochrane.
on
The
will
take
evena
not
The
affair
place
or
performance
Thursday
barring
The home of Mrs. J. van Houten on
anyone
anything else,
Edward Milligan.
steam laundry, and the boys have 30 day evening, December 10, at the bouth Fourtn street was the scene ing was particularly
objectionable.
What, in brief, ie charged iu the
or 10 cents a week more with which home of Mrs. John Robbins on Na of ail enjoyable social affair Thurs- A large crowd of people had gathered
to
is that the accused mil
indictment
Million
witness
"The
Dollar
to help support the football training tional avenue.
Mysafternoon
van
when
Mrs.
Houten
day
the Sherman anti
broke
lionaires
a
made
which
has
the
4 4
picture
table.
entertained at six tables of auction tery,"
the credit of the
law
trust
Mutual
famous.
by
In
using
the
crowd
This is a reminder that the parcel Round Dozen Meets
justly
bridge In honor of her house guest,
to
New
road
Haven
were
buy the capital
a
large number of ladies and
Mrs. Harry O'Bryan, of Paris, and
post is still In existence. A year ago With Mrs. Losey
of
other
New Eng
control
or
stock
who
to
were
children,
was
institution
and
of
sit
a
much talked
obliged
it
The Round Dozen met last Thursday Mrs. Walter Kegel of Santa Fe. After
or to
and the newspapers were full of at the home of Mrs, Cifford S. Losey a season of pleasant diversion at listen to a lot of suggestive and smut- land carriers, or to lease them,
combine
into
enter
to
rivals
to
and
and
ty
compel
witness
songs
jokes
stories about peculiar things sent by on Fifth street. Those present were suction, the hostess presented a nummail. Nowadays one hardly ev?r sees Mrs. Clarence Iden, Mrs. George A. ber of very charming gifts in the the spectacle of men and women beat- tions; and that they stifled competithe parcel post mentioned and It pa-- j Fleming, Mrs. "vV. J. Lucas, Mrs. ,T. shape of basketry among the several ing each other and standing on their tion by various means, including
"vaudeville" per- harassing litigation against other corpears possible that by next Novem IX. York, Mrs. F. L. Myers and Mrs. tables and to the two guests of honor. heads in a
porations. One charge is that they
ber the government may have to spend Clifford Losey.
A very delectable luncheon was serv formance.
secret control of the Joy
exercised
Las
never
has
submitted
of
Vegas
money advertising the opportunity
ed during the closing hour.
Those
United States- Transporthe
line
and
to
inor
kindly
mail
Christmas
suggestive
stage
risque
presents
by
sending
Mrs. Rosenthal's
I'njoying Mrs. van Houten's hospitalCombinations aipon
tation
company.
stead of by express.
ity were: Mesdames E. B. Humphreys, productions, and it takes mighty good
Bridge Club Meets
is based include
indictment
the
which
vaudeville
of
to
is
fact
any
the
that
it
description
receiving
please
Despite
The Thursday Afternoon Bridge club W. L. Kegel, A. U Hobbs, J. J. Shuler,
- embraced in
nowroads
steam
the
all
no free advertising any more, the convened this week at the home of II. P. Roseberry, A. R. Quick, A. IT. the people. Doubtless the Mutual
New
Haven
acquiring un
system,
the
doafter
its
in
of
management
Is
course,
experience
reality,
parcel post
Mrs. W. N, Rosenthal on Sixth street. Officer, F. Young, C. F. Remsberg,
forms
of
ownership
ing an Immense business. In this An enjoyable time was had. The reg- J. Joerns, M. H. Stowe, J. L. Boyle, with the Harry Siebert Smith com- der disguised
"modern era we get used to innovations ular members of the club were pres- C. Schroeder. Percy James, ,1. C. Lark- - pany, will not be taken in by any nine of the ten competing lines in
in a day and thereafter consider them ent besides the following guests: Miss in, Chas. Couzens, H. Hobbs, and the other cheap road show, which would New England.
The fact that Charles S. Mellen,
liardly worth while as conversational Regina Rosenwald
of Albuquerque, Misses Hilda Seaburg, Maggie Butch- not pass a board of censorship, if
who
told last summer in Washington
were
there
use
for
such
continue
the
a
but
their
Just
vaudethe
topics,
Mrs. Beulah Stern of Vicksburg, Miss., er. Pearl Ijetton, Mildred Mendolson.
thing
all
knew against the directors of
he
same.
Mrs. M. Tischler of Denver, Miss Sip-pi- e of La Junta and Gertrude Mendelson. ville stage. Something' of the kind is
was not Indicted leads to
the
road,
But the full possibilities of the parif
badly needed, by the way,
Raton Range,
risque
Davidson of Denver and Mrs. Ben
that he was granted iminference
cel post for merchants and farmers Lewis.
performances such as the Smith com- the
4 4 V
are directors upon Cue
There
munity.
if
hands
out
not
even
to
be
the
allowed to
are
liavs
pany
yet been realized,
New Bibles Classes
4
be presented at motion picture houses, Indictment list who are expected to
"topic has become stale. A year ago Friday Bridge at
to Have Social Sessions
claim the same consideration. They
a, few farmers over the country tried Mrs. Lucas' Home
The home of Professor C. F. Lewis where many children are to be found
are Messrs. Cuyler, Elton, Skinner
and
in
their
audience.
butter
and
eggs
every
advertising
The Friday Afternoon Bridge club and wife was the scene of a pleasant
and Billard. They were also sworn
poultry for sale, delivery to be by the met tjbjj week at the home of Mrs. social occasion last night. The out
before
the Interstate commerce com- DEDICATE
iS.t.he new postal scheme. As with any !W. J,-- ,
CALIFORNIA,. BUILDING
A come of wnich was the organization
Lucas on Eighth stree
;
he
San Francisco, Cat,.. Now.
new plan, results were not inevitably
p!easant;vtltne was enjoyed add re of., two strong classes, the Phllatea
A good deal of bitterness is maniencouraging and only those farmers freshments were served. Those pres and the .Baraca Bible classes. The dedication of the California, budding
directors
at, ffts, exposition
who persevered with the advertising ent were Mrs. Clarence
which event took fested among the indicted
Iden, Mrs. Officers of the philatea class are as
Mellon.
tbwardf'
former
their
associate,
met with big success. The others F. L. Myers, Mrs. H.. S. Van Petten, follows:
President, Miss' Rhoda G. place today. fws ieatured by the pre- An attorney who Is actively interestquickly decided that the parrtel post Mrs. I). T .Hoskins, Mrs. Ben Strick-fade- Houtz; vice, president, Miss Vivian aenccMjtfye most, beautiful women of
is
for the ed, said today: "One peculiarity
was not what it had been "cracked
Mrs. C. H. Schlrmer, Mrs. J. Palmer; secretary, .Nellfe ' Saiiders; California.,, it, was la big day
Mr. Mellen, the mah' prfrharily
that
fair
of
the
the
various
sex,
for
queens
vp" to be and lapsed back into their R. Robbins and Mrs. W. J. Lucas.
assistant
secretary, Ruth Turner;
been
carnivals of the state were brought to- responsible for whatever has
old method of marketing. And most
treasurer, Miss M. M. Rickert; repor-- :
the
in
done
by
properties
acquiring
the occasion. City and
merchants gave the parcel post a brief Sorosis Meets
tcr, Miss Elsie Frazier, and teacher, gether for
immunity,
has
beea
New
given
Haven,
state officials took part In the cere
and consequenly unfair trial and de- With Miss Adlon
Mrs. C. F. Lewis. The class will
while men who were directors for a
of the dedication.
monies
cided like most of the farmers that It
On Monday Sorosis held its regular adopt a constitution and be chartered
few months only were embraced in
wasn't worth while. But the few that weekly
meeting, convening on this oc- under the Worldwide Philathea move
the
prosecution " According to this
MINNESOTANS SAVE SO,P
persevered are reaping the teturns of casion at the home o Miss Emma ment. Many local activities and plans
lawyer, although the monopoly con
iccumulated effort this fall.
Adlon on Sixth street The subject are scheduled for this class.
Minneapolis, Minn., Nov. 21. A sav- spiracy wast formed 25 years ago, the
Merchants and farmers and others under discussion was "Hosea," and
The young men organized with the ing of f 300,000 a year in soap bills is theory of the Indictment
that every
ha the parcel post a trial with Mrs. Norman Skinner, the leader, In- following officers: V, A. Poulson, pres expected in Minneapolis when the person
who became a director from
a. year ago may
i
results
iy
terpreted the book in an interesting ident; N. B. Moore, vice president; water supply is softened by a new proj 1890 to 1913, for however short a
il r ft i t"(,i q more ripe for success and Instructive manner. The meetins Paul Turner, secretary; David Hen-do- cess next month. The alkalinity of
timej became a participant in the
,
It 1( t they should keep !n
- d with the round tahle at which
M. B. Moore, reporter, the water, now rated at. 170 will be original offense.
treasurer;
d tli it V'i possibilities of the sys- - sentences from
Hosea were given. and J. Milton Harris, teacher. This reduced to 50, compared with an avNo date ias been set lor the trial,
v. 'lit r '
'
o H" '
,
Mrs. Cox f Denver and Mrs. 8eattor-t- i class will line up undar the worldwide erage of 30 for rain water. Low water which will
probably be postponed for
1 a" fir v
( . f oilic r
v wtieti11 invited Riir-nBarar a movement. Among the local in the river and a hlfch percentage of a considerable time, for the intricacy
things talkr-c- of for this class is a minerals- in the nearby springs Is
of the case requires' a long period of
Merry Matrons Have
basketball team. The two classes will
as the cause of the hard water. preparation.
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y w
have monthly business and social
cn o ripn
v
'i (lipy
.inin conduct
the FAMOUS COLLECTION TO BE SOLD
Tho performance of Parker,
1
f
tth r To
c!
rs v 11 he con-- Frisco sprinter, in equalling the 220
U'J
New York Nov. 21. Admirers
f
n
r ui 4 v
IiOWO i
H llililUi
iv
gruu; .necied wtih the Baptist Sunday school, yard record, received strong endorse- Robert Louis Stevenson iu all conn-- !
'!;. Of'wr is out fo" 1l)fi cnim dinner was served, and wh v Vie mit jo win h
ment for official credit at (he A. A. tries refrret the Rcaftoring- ty aue--'
I'rf s or f F I tn Is
N ' lit
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'
runs finished their merry t
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tion here next weok of the last great
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1ELLEN "IN BAD"
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DIRECTORS
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collection of the novelist's letters,
manuscripts and curios.. The collection is by far the greatest Stevenson
collection and Is owned by his stepdaughter, Mrs,. Isabel Strong, who inherited it from her mother, Mrs.
Robert Louis Stephenson, whose death
occurred at Monteclto, near Santa
Barbara last February. With the sale
of this collection Stevenson's literary
remains will be scattered to the foul
cornel's of the earth. It is not unlike
ly, however, that many of the best
manuscripts and curios will be bid in
6y the Widener Memorial library at
Harvard. The library which forms
a part of the collection wasvtliat In
thg Stevenhon house in Somoa. It
consist of some 500 volumes, some
of which belonged to. Stevenson's
father, Thomas, and some to his
grandfather, Robert, and bear their
autographs.
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bUR NEW WAR CHIEF
Washington, Nov. 21. The promotion OF Brtgadier General Hugh Ii
Scott to-- the office of 'chief of staff
of the United ' States army bringsi to
the front again the famous cavalryman whose dealings with the Indians
as Uncle Sam's representative did
much to .end the uprisings and to
create the uplift movement among the
red men. General Scott assumed his
new duties this week, on the retirement of General Wotherspoon under
the age provisions of the army. Not
the least of General Scott's accom
plishments is his knowledge of In
dian sign languages. He was governor of the Sutu archipelago and abol
ished slavery and the slave trade
there. General Scott is a Kentuckian
by birth, and will retire in September,
:

HER

TO BE SUFFERING
FROM HOMICIDAL
MANIA;
NOT FATAL
WOUND

.Mrs. J. R. Clevenger, :he woman
who recently shot and killed her
young daughter and son, after which
she attempted suicide by wounding

i
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Lion, Anchor and
letter 0

Which insures

quality and

purity of design.
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Las Verjas
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November 14 in the electric chair for
the murder of a constable while attempting to avoid arrest, will bo
brought into chancery court on Monday and will be examined us to his
sanity. A stay of execution resulted
from an Injunction served early this
month on the Arkansas penitentiary
commission, and granted by Judge
Martineau under an old law concerning hanging It is claimed that since
his conviction four months ago, the
prisoner has lost his mind.

herself la the breast with a revolver,
has been "committed to the Stata Hospital for the Insane. The woma:i was
removed from the Las Vegas hospital
in an ambulance and stood the shock
of the journey well. It is statsd by
T
physicians who exaumed her that she
probably will not die as the result
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
of her wound. The woman is said to
Kansas City,. November 21. Hogs,
be rational in her speech, but asserts
that she'eanuot remember having kill- receipts 3,000. Market higher. Bulk
ed her children. She is believoA to $7.707.85; heavy $7.757.80; pigs
be suffering from a homicidal mania, $6.75,7.50.
which is likely to attack her suddenlv
Cattle, receipts 500. Market steady.
Prime fed steers $10lO.85; western
in Its most violent form.
steers $79.50; calves $6.o010.50.
TEST SANITY OF SLAYER
Sheep, no receptiri. Market steady.
Little Rock, Ark., Nov. 21. Arthur Lambs $7.509.10; yearlngs $6.50
Hodges, who was sentenced to die 7.50.
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Winter Caps,
novelty fabrics and styles.

Boys' and Men's

White Fleeced
vests and Drawers, all
Women's

Under-ne-
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sizes.

Each

Each
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WOMEN'S GINGHAM HOUSE DRESSES
Worth $1 75 and S2.00 for SI.39
New and

wash gingham.

Dresses that are sura to please
'

S1.39

34

to
'

40

best
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Overcoats

WHO SHOULD WORRY?

Men and Boys

Puritan Sanitary Laundry
1201

Ma.irv 267

PERSONALS

Your overcoat is

National Ave

W. W. Pace of El Porvenir came
into town this morning. He will stay
for a few days.
A. J. Loomis, editor of the Santa
Fe Eagle, left here today for Ratcn!
He has been,,herenfor, a fgw days on
r
business.
William Knobb, , who, formerly
in Las Vegas, and conducted a
store on Railroad avenue, is here for a
visit with old time friends.
A party of hunters left this morning
for Antonchio in E. R. Russell's automobile.
Those whowent are E. R.
Russell-- , John Harris, George Hunker,
and Luclwig W. Ilfeld. They are after
quail and turkeys.
Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts, president
of the New Mexico Normal University
left last night to attend the meetings
of the State Teachers' association at
Dr. Roberts is the presAlbuquerque.
ident of the educational council, which
met today.
Miss Mary McMahon and Miss Mildred McMahon left today for their
home at Pueblo, Colo. The Misses
McMahon are students at the Normal
University and are taking advantage
of the Thanksgiving vacation to visit
their parents.
Miss1 Julia Sands left today for Albuquerque to attend the 'State Teachers' convention.
Eugenio Romero, Miss Sabarito Romero and MiSs Leonor Romero of
Mora left today for Albuquerque to
attend the teachers' convention. Mr.
Romero is a regent of the Now Mex
ico Normal University.
Miss A, Murphy arrived today from
Raton, where she is teaching school.
Mrs, H. M. Northrop arrived in
town today from Shoemaker, where
she is teaching school. Mrs. Northrop
will spend the Thanksgiving vacation
here.
Miss A. Mair came in today from
W&gou Mound to spend the Thanks
giving vacation with her family. Miss
Mair is a teacher in Wagon Mound.
Miss Bertha Papen left this after
noon for Albuquerque. She will attend the sessions of the State Teach
ers' association.
A party consisting of Miss Susan
Whittaker, Miss Sue Hutchison and
Miss Harriett Mann left last night
for the state teachers' convention at
,u-oj-

d
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of buying GOOD
Shoes ECONOMICALLY is a feature of saving that must be care-

The

question

fully considered, especially by men

and women that have several in
the family, for whom to buy. II jlS
NOT our purpose, nor would ifr be'
economy for you, to sell you slioes
of poor matieral and cheaply made
in order to quote a low price. But

A

IT IS cur purpose to nail you good shoes for- less money than you
uusually have to pay elsewhere. For instance, we can show you a
ladies' or a gentleman's shoe that will sell for $2.98 and you will
know from former experience in buying shoes that you are. usually
asked $3.50 for the same kind. Again, shoes that we sell at $3.50 you
will recognize as at $4.00 value. Try us. We have shoes at prices
convenient to all purses, and always for less, quality considered.

Thanksgiving! Table Lirien
In replenishing your supply for the holiday season, REMEMBER, that
you make no mistake in coming here and expecting to find lowest
prices. Our damask, both white and colored, range in prices from
25c a yard up. Ready made white Tablecloths at from $1.C5 to $6.90.
Napkins at from 39c dozen to $2.98 for six. This gives you a wide
range of prices from 'hfch to choose and you save at least 25 per cent
LAS VEGAS' BUSIEST STORE

I
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New
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matter

great importance to you.
particular in selecting the

John J. Kelly of Silver City was a
business visitor here today.
1L S. Arnold came- in last, 'night
from his home at Pews. He will stay
for a .few d.ays.
',)"-James A, Coniey came in last night
from Raton to attend to railway business here.
'
Patricio Sanchez, sheriff of Mora
v
county, drove Into Las Vegas y3ter-da'
in his automobile.
F. M. Hughes drove in yesterdayi
from Solano. Mr. Hughes is the postmaster of that town.
Sister Magdalena and Sister Aloysia
arrived in Las Vegas last night from
Ribera, N-- M.
Ben Marlon, a rancher from the
Cherryvale district, wag here on business this morning.
E. Ballmore, Joe Engte and Stewart
Tollman came in last night from Madrid, N. M., for a brief visit.
George A. Fleming, the local real
estate man,, returned yesterday afternoon from Denver, where he has been
spending a few, days on business, i
B. F. Teeter of Grand Field, Okla.
arrived lafit night to visit his daughters, Mrs. T. M. Snyder a'nd Miss Maud
Teeter of this city.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Spiess and
their guest, Mrs- - S. H. Neustadt of Albuquerque, left for Raton in their car
yesterday afternoon. They expect to
return tomorrow.
L. H. Cairivan and S. M. Browne of
Trinidad drove into Laa Vegas last
night in their automobile. They put
up at the Laa Vegas Garage and Ma-chine Shop, leaving this morning on
their "way to the coast.
Mr. and Mrs. R. R. Larkra and Miss
Margaret Larkin left today for Albuquerque to attend the meetings of the
State Teachers' convention. Miss
"Larkin will represent the High school
in the declamation contest on Wednesday.
James A. French, state engineer,
put up his car at the La's Vegas garage' yesterday on his way to Santa Fe.
He has been at Mora considering the
feasability of a road through the
camp of the Santa Barbara Pole and Albuquerque.
Ti
Dean Frank Carroon of the Normal
.rmrnV.
H. C. Viles and F. W. Drake return- University left last night for Albu
Carroon attended today the
ed today from Santa Fe, where they querque.
went to try to interest the state of meeting of the educational council of
road through the state' teachers' convention.
ficials in the Mora-Tao- s
Byrou J. Read, superintendent of
Sanja Barbara. They left this morn-ina- schools of East Las Vegas, left last
for their home In Mora.
Tom Tipton of Red River came into night for Albuquerque..
J. F Staff returned to Columbus
town last night for a visit with relatives here. Mr. Tipton is a! brother Junction. N. M., last night. He has
Of Dr. W. R. Tipton of this city.
He been here for a few days on business.
C. E. Moore of Pueblo came into
has two daughters in attendance at
the New Mexico Normal University Jtown this afternoon. He will make
a brief stay on business.
and a son at the High school.
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LAS VEGAS SAVINGS

over the

can't make a mistake

J. M, Cunningham, President.
Frank Springer,
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Mackinaws

Get our prices on "wet washing" and "rough dry." Let us worry.

Phone

CAPITAL PAID IN
$100,000.00
'

AND

a worry on your mind? Do you wonIS WASH DAY A BURDEN
Eo
der from week to week how you will get the TASK performed
to
one
no
start things steaming early and then find you have

you
help you do your washing?
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INTEREST PAID ON DEPOSITS
Juliano Lucero and his bride left
today for Maes, N. M.
Miss Lucy Clement and Miss Lucy
Floyd arrived this afternoon from San
Jose. They are graduates of the Nor
mal University and are now teaching
school at San Jose.
Miss Josephine Young came in tnis
afternoon from Wagon Mound. Miss
Young resides here but teaches at
Wagon Mound.
James D. Davidson or Albuquerque
arrived here today. Mr. Davidison is
the manager of the Finnigan-Browcompany in the Duke City.
J. D. Bloom of Des Moines, Iowa,
returned to his home last night.

alty for holding halted them and Mahan was forced back 20 yards on an
Mahan
attempted forward pass.
punted and Legore returned it. The
ball was Harvard's on their
line when the period ended.
Second period: Yale's left was at
once attacked, Mahan skirting that
end for several runs of nine and. 20
Then he went through tne
yards.
center for seven. Watson replaced
Logan. Bradlee and Francke made a
first down on the Blue
line. On
a delayed pass Mahan made six yards.
There was a fumble on the next play,
For Fall and Winter should be
the ball rolling across the line.
ordered now.
Francke fell on It ror a touchdown.
Hardwick again missed goal. Score
n
We have a complete Una of
Harvard, 12; Yale, 0.
Third period: Walden kicked off to
and domestic suitings, comMahan on the
line. Mahan
ran back 27 yards. After two short
prising all tha latest weaves, and
gains, Mahan punted, and Legore's
at right prices.
punt was blocked. Wallace got
it at Yale's
mark. Yale lost
Pressing, cleaning and repairing
five for offside,
and Mohan and
Francke plowed through to'the
receive special care.
mark. Francke was stopped, but Ma
han turned the end, going to the line,
where he deliberately '. downed the
hall. Francke then made the touch
down and Hardwick kicked goal.
Score: Harvard, 29; Yale, 0.
Harvard was given the klckoff and
Mahan booted far over the goal line.
Wallace foolishly tackled a Yale man
ten yards back of the posts and was
hurt, Bigelow taking his pace. Yale
attempt at a, field goal was blocked,
mark
scrimmaged from tlw
but Harvard recovered. King took
criss-crosand using a
and long atBradlee's place. From the
eral and forward pass, carried the ball
mark Hardwick made seven, then Yale
to Harvard's
mark. Another
held. Mahan kicked short for 'a field
forward pass, Legore to Talbott, put
and Legore fumbled on his
the ball only 27 yards from the goal. goal
line, Harvard again recovering.
Watson then Intercepted a pass on his
Yale held, and, on his third
Again
line, stopping a game rally
this time from the
line,
try,
by the Blue. Mahan punted, ana Yale Mahan
dropkicked a goal Score:
resumed rushing from hor
Harvard, 22; Yale, 0.
mark. A lateral forward pass combi
Walden kicked off and Harvard had
nation was grounded and Legore advanced to its own
mark,
'
punted.
when the half endetL
On the first rush Mahan went 11
Fourth period: Logan, Tarsons and
yards and dropped the ball, but Cool- - Hardwick went back into the Harvard
dge recovered. Mahan punted and
line when the last quarter started.
again. Harvard broke up the lateral Yale tried
desperately to score. Le
forward pass. Legore punted, and
shot a lateral pass to Wilson,
gore
Mahan was thrown without gain on
line. Scovil
who went to the
mark. In the next
Harvard's
drove over the line for a first down
exchange, Hardwick was hurt, and C.
nine feet from the goal. Twice
A. Coolidge repaced him. Yale, rush- only
more he tried the trick, but was stoping from her 24 yard mark with the
Then Yale fumbled and Legore
aid of a forward pass of 2 yards and ped.
mark.
was forced back to the
a big hole, which Wilson found, carand Legore drop
was
fourth
down,
It
ried the ball to Harvard's
line.
ped back as if for a field goal. In
Scoulle replaced
Knowles, and L. stead he forward
passed to Braun,
Curtis took Parsons'' position. On a
who was thrown hard on the
'
lateral pass Legore carried the ball
where Harvard took the ball
for Yale's biggest gain, 29 yards, but mark,
Watson again replaced
on downs.
failed on an attempt to repeat. Yale
replaced Wesand
Withington
Logan
held the ball 15 yard3 from Harvard's
ton."'1'!. '
'
goal wlien the period ended.
"Yale's next atYalo" tried' kicking off this time. 'Mahan punted, and
s
forward
a
in
pass
Carter replaced Stillmati, and Bradlee tempt resulted
13 yards from the
out
of
bounds,
was forced out "of7 bounds." "Harvard
made a, good run
tried rushing" Again, 'hut ' Yale forced Harvard goal. King
line, then gave
a punt, Legore running 'It hack from to Harvard's
went into
to
Bradlee.
Brickley
way
his own
lins to Harvard's
as if for
line. Ains.worth maus five and the game and dropped back
Mahan
and
was
a
fake
kick.
It
a
drop
Knowles three yards through the line.
Bradlee
mark.
tn
five
the
went
yard
mad
Knowles
the. first down. He
was used three times more and with gained four yards and Mahan two feet.
three to go on the fourth down shot With 12 inches to go, Harvard was
down a forward pass to AInsworth on penalized 15 yards for holding. Again
mark. Eight rushes Brickley dropped back, but it was a
Harvard's
had yielded 39 yards. Harvard was forward pass, Mahan to Coolidge, who
penalized for delay and Knowles went went ten yards. Watson then threw
to the
mark. Then he was another forward pass to Hardwick for
stopped at center and on the next a touchdown. Brickley kicked goal.
0.
play fumbled. Coolidge recovered and Score: Harvard, 36; Yale,
Yala
and
off
used ev
Mahan
kicked
field
for
the
of
the
length
sprinted
tha third Harvard score. Hardwick ery lateral and forward pass In its rekictted this oa'- - Score: Harvard, 19; pertoire, but was unable to score.
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HARVARD SCORES
VICTORY OVER

ten-yar- d

d

YALE.

jrJifj

and Friedman streets.
On Thursday, Thanksgiving Day-th- ere
will be two celebrations of the
Holy Communion at 7:30 o'clock and
at 10:30 o'clock. The 10:30 oclock
service will be choral, (but there will
be no address at either. Every com
municant Is urged to attend one of
the celebrations on Thursday.
Sunday after next, November 29, the
first Sunday in Advent, the church's
new year's day. Let us begin the ecclesiastical year aright
SPORTING

Wi"

i

Abe Attell in hia stage de'js,.

the

t

out

time-wor- n

and
sparring conk-did some real dancing and monologue

"

stuff.

!;i

i

A

Bob Shawkey will he

Conn';

M.ick's

mainstay next year, 3S wini pad 16
-losses last year is ijiis great
oi d.
Californians will test the
iy of
the
amendment, on the
ground that it is class" loi
'ion.

r

1

anti-boxin- g

f

MASTERS

POSITIVELY

OUP

Foley's Honey mi Tar C ipounft
s. ana
cuts the thick choking m
clears away the phlegm, u
up
the air passages and stops V hoars
.
The gascis. etrans. J fight
r"j-hiur breath gives way to quip' 1 rcatb-Ecring and peaceful sleep, lia
Koii f'B
Mass, Mich., write? :"We gi
l
for
Honey and Tar t our ci."
O.
croup and it always acts qu.. ,
G. Schaefer and RSd Cross I

'
Freddie

NOTES

r.

Treasu- -

Packey McFarland and
Welsh are matched for a January bout.
New York gets the battle.
Coach Courtney reached his 65th
bithday last week, but he is on the
Job as usual and still geetlng results.
California will share honors with
Marlin Springs In entertaining- the
Giants next spring .according to present plana.

g.

-

Adv.

.

HUMBLES THE BLUE BY SCORE
OF 36 TO 0; BRICKLEY PLAYS
IN! LAST QUARTER

BIAS. LEWIS

Har
New Haven,
of
her
scored
triumph
vard
greatest
more than a quarter of a century over
Yale in the new Blue Bowl today. Five
touchdowns brought the points to 36
to 0 in favor of the Crimson. The
Harvard offense drove Yale back for
many yards, while the dreaded lateral
passes were unable to bring a Blue
score. Twice Yale stood almost under
the Harvard goal ost, but could not
produce a score.
The strength of the Harvard defenses was one of the most remarkable shown by a Crimson team in
many years. One of the sensations
was the appearance of Captain Brick-lein the fourth period. Brickley fig
ured in the scoring by kicking a goal.
The usual demonstration followed the
end of the game, and it was singular
that the three latest football edifices
of Harvard, Princeton and Yale should
have received their dedication by defeats of the home team.
First quarter; Harvard won the
toss and elected to defend the south
goal. Yale gave the Crimson the kickwho
to
Legore,
off and ,Mahan booted
came back 30 yards from the
mark. Two attempts failed to gam
and Legore punted to Mahan on Har
line. The Harvard
vard's
back went all the way to Yale's 37- yard mark, Knowles tackling htm
from the rear.
.(-Using Bradlee three times add
ban one the Crimson, made a 'first
line. Bradlee
iiwn on the
,hiji th;a line for five and Francke made
Bit ,on. a fa"ke kick, then repeated for
tive, moje, and Bradlee, on a delayed
mark. Tal-bopass went to the
threw a wing shift for a loss, but
Hardwick took a forward pass from
Mahan and scored a touchdown
around Brann. The Crimson needed
only 11 rushes to. score from the 37- yard line. HardwicK missed a hard
goal. Score: Harvard, 6; Yale, 0.
Knowles ran back the second kick- line. A
off 13 yards from the
Ainsworth
and
seven
pass lost
yards,
as thrown for a loss of five more.
Legore punted to &is own
mark. Harvard mace first down, then
silo stiffened and Hahaa threw a for
ward pass out of bouiwrs. It was
mark. Le
Yale's ball on their
gore punted over the Harvard goal
lino. Yale claimed Mahan touched
the ball before it crossed, and claimed
safety, which was not allowed.
mark
Startin
from their
the Harvard backs ripped off gains
of 15, 16, 15, 5 and 8 yards. The pen- Conn., Nov. 21.
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FRESH FROM THE SUN KISSED

'VALLEY OF THE MOC:

4

d

d

ORCHARD CURED

Cluster

Healthful

Sweet

Glean

Delivered to your home, all charges
PREPAID

:!f

o11ql
Cut the high cost of living. Money cheerfully refunded if not
delicious raisins you ever tasted. Packed in special air tight vv
Guaranteed to retain their . natural flavor knd original freshn
.

A book of receipts, entiUed "DAINTY JtAISIN 11
will be sent free of charge wi'ii every order. SI
lar bill and send it on today' We take the
Stamps accepted; Catalogue of 'prices .on other
!
fruits sent on request.

FREE

rn it

RAISIN

ST. PAUL'S

excoai:

PHODUCEIIS

hearsal in church tonight at 7:15 o'clock. A full and prompt attendance
is urged. Kvery member ba present
Tho Ladies' jniild will meet at 2:20
on Tues'lay with y'U's Dnri, ?h:h

..I- -

t

BERKELEY, CALIF

BOX 7

'arwn 'maw?

OFFICERS AND DIRBCTOKS
Et, W. Kelly, Prf Nideist
Jacob Gross, Vloe-Pres- t.
Clurenoe Idea, Seer. & Tresis,
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Ftisos. N. M.

DoDald Steward,
C. C. Bobbins.
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NOTES

St Paul's choir will meet for re

most
Hacle,

?.

Yale, 0.

Waltlen kicked off and Mahan came
back 20 yards to his
mark.
On the second rush Bradlee went
throng center standing up and ran to
mark. Two more plays
Yale's
gained ten, then Harvard was penalized 15 yards for holdingr. Mhau's

Lost
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A tight feeling in the cheat acconv
anled by a short, dry cought, indi
the
ct' tes an inflamed condition in
lungs. To relieve it buy the dollar
ze BALLARD'S

HOREHOUND

1914.

21,

SY- -

Your
Bring

0

COLUMN

Whereas, m a certain action pend
ing in the District Court of San Miguel County, wherein the Aetna Building Association of Laa Vegas, New
Mexico, is plaintiff and Francisca T. t
Sena and Vlctorlana Baca de Senal
are aerenaanis, saia cause Deing a
suit to foreclose a certain mortgage
upon the property hereinafter describ
ed, the said plaintiff did recover
MwMVwiMfr 'an mi minimi :iTWWiiMi mnr-- v
judgment against the said defendants
OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN 2
In the sum of Nine Hundred Forty- two Dollars and Forty-sevsCents RATES FOR CLASIFIED ADVER
TISEMENTS
($942.47) with interest thereon at the
rate of twelve per cent (12) per
annum until paid together with all Five cents per line each insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a line,
costs of suit and costs of sale.
Whereas, it was in and by said No ad to occupy less space than two
All advertisements
charged
judgment and decree provided that in lines.
the event the said defendant did not will be booked at space actually set
pay off and discharge the said judg- without regard to number of words,
ment within ninety (90) days from Cash In advance preferred.
from the date thereof, that then the
undersigned, as special maaier, should
proceed to sell the mortgaged prem-ise- p
hereinafter described for rthe
purpose of making the amount of said WANTED To buy three head of good
milch cows. Adress B., Optic.
judgment and costs of suit and costs
of sale, and
Whereas, the said defendants have WANTED $3,000 at 8 per cent. First
not ipaid the satd judgment, and class security guaranteed. Adress
there now remains due thereon the
A. G., Optic.
sum of Five Hundred Thirty-si- x
Dol
WANTED By young man, room with
lars and Nineteen cents ($536.19);
Now therefore notice is hereby giv
sleeping porch, with or without
en that the undersigned, as special
board. Appily Optic.
master to make said sale, will on
Wednesday, December 9th, A. D. 1914 WANTED Middle age woman for
at ten o'clock A. M. of said day at
light housework; good home. Ap
the east door of the Court House in
ply 1103 Lincoln avenue.
the County of San Miguel and State of
New Mexico, exose for sale and sell WANTED A good reliable girl for
to the highest bidder for cash the
general housekeeping. Apply 1016
Fifth street.
said mortgaged premises and property
with the improvements
thereon
which premises and property are de WANTED Salesmen to represent re
scribed as follows:
liable nurseny, ladies or gentlemen,
All of lots eight (8), nine (9) and
to work town or country, good sal
ten (10) in Block No. Thirteen (13) ary. Address Box 253, or call 623
of Lopez, Sulzbacher and Rosenwald's
Railroad avenue.
Addition of the El Dorado Town Com
pany to Las Vegas, San Miguel coun
ty, New Mexico, as shewn by the plat
of said addition of El Dorado Town FOR RENT South suite
housekeep
Company on file and of record in the
ing rooms, El Dorado hotel. Steam
Exoffice of the Probate Clerk and
heat, electric light.
officio recordder of San Miguel Coun
ty, New Mexico.
FOR
RENT Seven room steam
Veeder and Veeder, attorneys for
heated modern house, furnished.
plaintiff.
1022 Fourth St., Mrs. Dillon.
'
W. E. CORTNER,
Special Master.

It
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one Quickly and
Rightly

0
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For Czlo

in damp, chilly weather there is
a large demand for BALLARD'S FOR SALE One book case. 308 National avenue.
SNOW LINIMENT
because many
people who know by experience its
great relieving power in rheumatic FOR SALE My residence at 620 Co
lumbia avenue, very cheap; it will
aches and pains, prepare to apply it
it at the first twinge. Price 255c, 50
0ay you to investigate. E. S. Lewis
and $1.00 per bottle. Sold by Cen
PUBLIC SALE Of all farming im
a.
Drug Co. Adv.
plements, norses, poultry, etc., on
Tuesday, November 24, at 10 a. m.,
Some of the typos seek to recover
at the ranch of Bertha C. Thornhill,
Figures at hand show an increase
three
miles out on Mora) road. Free
of 40,000 union men in Canada in two
lunch.
years; the total this year is 175,799.
W. T. Huciiens, Nicholson, Ga., had
a severe attack of rheumatism. His
feet, ankles and Joints were swollen,
and moving about was very painful.
He was certainly In a bad way when
he started to take Foley Kidney Pills,
He says, "Just a few doses made me
feel better, and now my pains and
rheumatism are all gone and I sleep
all night long." O. G. Schaefer and
ReC Cross Drug Store. Adv.
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CAFE

LODGE NO. X, A. F.
A. M. Regular com-

L. O. O. MOOSE

a

LA8 VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 8, ROY
AL ARCH MA80NS Regular convo
cation first Monday In each

DR. F. ft. HUXMANN
'

Dentist
ot
work
Dental
any descrlptioa at
Masonic
Temple
month at
moderatei prices
at 7:30 p. m. P. A, Brinegar,
H. P.; P. O. Blood, Secre Room 1, Center Block. Office Phoa
Main 381. Residence Phone Main 41 a
tary.

F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
LOCAL TIME CABD
Meets
4,
every Monday evening at
their hall on Sixth street All visitsng
Eatt Bound
brethern cordially invited to attend.
Dowurt
Arrive
Ji. Frledenstine, N. Q.;
A. T. Rogers,
7:41 a. ft
No, I.... 7:20 p. m
V. G.; T. M. Elwood, Secretary; Karl
11:M p. ft
No. 4. ...11:64 p. m
C. V. Hedgeock,
Wertz, Treasurer;
No. I.... 1:26 a. m....: 1:11 a
Cemetery Trustee.
S
No. It.-.-.
1:16 p. m
I. O. O.

Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month Elks' home on Ninth street
and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers
are cordially Invited. Wm. H. Spong
er, Exalted Ruler, D. W. Condon, Se
cretary.
B. P.

' w
NO

BROTHERHOOD

FRATERNAL

Meets every Monday night li
R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue a'
8 o'clock. Visiting members are cor
dially welcome, Jx T. Buhler, Presi
dent; Mrs. J. T. Buhler, Secretary;
C. H, Baily, Treasurer.
102

O.

MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet In the Forest of Brotherly
Lcve at O. R- C. hall, on the second
-

and fourth Tuesdays of each month at
8 p. m. J. S. Nelson,
Consul; G.
Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W. Montague, Local Deputy. Visiting members are especially welcome and cordially Invited.

G Q

lL

I:t

Wstt

Ot ELKS

KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECURITY, COUNCIL NO. 2390 Meets In
W. O. W hall, Sixth street, on the
first and third Mondays of each
month at 8 p. m. Visiting brothers
and Ladies always welcome. O. L.
Freeman, President; Miss Cora Mont
ague, Financier, Mrs. A. V. Morrow,
Local Deputy, 908 Jackson avenue; Z,
W. Montague Assistant Deputy, 1011
Sixth street, East Laa Vegas, N. Ml

No.
No.
No.
No.

1....
7.

Bouna

Depart
Arrive
1:!6
1:10 p. m
4:41 a. ft
:35 a. m
4:20 p. m..... 4:tl p. &
f:SS p. m..... 7:41 p.

t

Stop Those Early Bronchial Coughs
They hang on all winter if not
checked, and pave the way for serious
throat and lung diseases. Get a bottle of Foley's Honey and Tar Compound, and take it freely. Stops
coughs and colds, heals raw Inflamed
throat, loosens the phlegm and Is
laxative. Best for children
mildly
and grown persons. No opiates. O. G.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
'

Adv.

j

Best Cough Medicine for Children
"Three years ago when I was living
in Pittsburgh one of my children had
a hard cold and coughed dreadfully.
Upon the advice of a druggist I purchased a bottle of Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy and It benefited him
at once. I find It the best cough medicine for children because it is pleasant to take. They do not object to
taking it," writes Mrs. Lafayette Tuck,
Homer City, Pa. This remedy contains no opium or other narcotic, and
may be given to a child as confidently
as to an adult. Sold by all dealers.
Adv.

!

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

11 i&cellEttieQ&B
homesteads; advance infor
mation; counties San Miguel, Guad
alupe, Rio Arriba, Lincoln, Grant;
state township desired; will give
sections subject to entry; retainer
fee $1; pay typewriting. Ira M.
Bond, 14 Eye St.; N. E., Washington,

RETAIL PRICES
20c
or More, each dlivery
25c
each
to
2,000
pounds,
delivery
pounds
200 pounds to 1,060 pounds, each delivery
...30c
50 pounds to 200 pounds, each delivery......!... 40c
.... 50c
Less than 50 pounds, each delivery...
2,000
1,000

D. C.

pounds

per
per
per
per
per

100

lbs.

100 lbs.
100 lbs.
100

lbs.

100 lbs.

AGUA PURA COMPANY

typewriting and shorthand
lessons by an easy and practical
method. D. Trambley, 1119 Eleventh
street.

SPANISH

The fur manufacturers and fur
workers, after lengthy,' negotiations,
agreed in Boston on a scale of wages.

AND

Meets eectnd and
fourth Thursday
evening each
munication first and month at W. ' O. W, hall. Visiting
In brothers cordially invited Howard T.
third Thursday
each month. Visiting Davis, Director; Harry L. Cutler, secy.
biwthera cordially in
vited. Guy M. Cary, W. M, H. g. Van KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUN
CIL NO. 804 MeetB second and
Pettea. Secretary.
fourth Thursday in O. Rv C. hall
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2, Pioneer bunlding. Vlsltiup members
are cordially invited.
Colbert C.
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Root, G. K.; C. E3. Clement, F. S.
u'ar conclave second
dey In each month at Ma
GEO. H. HUNKER
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H. M.
Attorney-at-LaSmith,
C; Cnaa. Tamme, Recorder.
East Las Vegas, New Mexico.
CHAPMAN

8

Vlsmtctl

VU'li

RESTAURANT

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

n

V V

LOBBY

SHORT ORDERS AN O REGULAR DINNERS
fHJB BEST GOODS OBTAIN A BUS ALWAYS HANDLES

MI

NOTICE OF MORTGAGE SALE

o

OPTIC

15he

PUP; you get with each bottle a
free HERRICK'S RED PEPPER POR
OUS PLASTER, for the chest The
sjrup relaxes the tightness and the
plaster draws out the Inflammation.
It to an ideal combination for curing
Sold by
colds settled in the lungs.
Central Drug Co. Adv.

T5he

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity and
Lasting Qualities of Which Have Mad" Las Vegas Famous.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

When your rood does not digest WILL PAY best rates for high class
well and yon feel' "blue," tired and
room with porch that can be used
discouraged, you should use a little
for outdoor sleeping, with or with-

HERBINE at bedtime. It opens the
purifies ihe system and re
stores a fine feeling of health and enPrice 60c. Sold by Central
ergy.
bowels,

Drug Co.

PHONE MAIN 2

No sickness, Address

out board.
G.,

Mil

Optic.

CITROLAX

Adv.

CITRO LAX

i

FIND WHAT YOU WANT

AK3

wl

what ysu wm want

CITROLAX
great victory for unionism was re
when
in
gistered recently
Cleevland,
Best thing for constipation, bout
the head of the public schools was
CLASSIFIED ADS search out the people to whom among (hose who
stomach, lazy liver and sluggish bow
found guilty of contempt for ousting
' MIGHT BUY the
els. Stops a sick headache almost at !j
particular thing Is worth most
union teachers.
once. Gives a most thorough and sat
Isfaetory flushing no pain, no nau- ! TUB PROPERTY you want to sell Is WORTH MOST to people who
POSITIVELY MASTERS CROUP
sea. Keeps your system cleansed. j
read the ads in this paper and who never would hear, of your
Foleya Honey and Tar Compound
sweet
and wholesome. Ask for Cltcuts the thick choking mucus, and
property unless It were advertised here.
rolax. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
clears away the phlegm.
Opens np
I
the air passages and stops the hoarse Drug Store. Adv.
OTHERS who read and answer the ads in this newspaper want (and
cough. The gasping, strangling fight
are anxious to pay for) books, automobiles, used machinery and
for breath gives way to quiot breath
furniture, articles of usefulness of any sort, musical instrn- I
HpQTFR Q PI! Q
ing and peaceful slpen. Harold Tiers
ments.
' .: til 4
i:nv., i
is, Mick, writes :"Wa give Foley's 4',
:iA
T f
MiC
i
'
r
I
v
for
iupy arid Tar to or.r children
t i
WANT ADS are inexpensive, get results and EVERYBODY'S SATOx
t
. . V
i
it
O
and
'ip
always
quickly."
F1ED. Try them.
.. chsieferand Tin-O Drvisr Siero.
A
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To pierce yovir order for those

o

o

II

e have a new and com
plete line of samples,
anv one of which would

)
WHO WOULD NOT BE PLEASED
WITH AB0X OF

delight the most fastidious

tastes. They come in

I

styles to be engraved with
your name as well as those
suitable for sending without the name.
These cards will be a
greater fad than ever this

e

your order in script, wreath
or long initials, in one or two
letter monograms, . without
cost for use'of the dies.
All three-lettmonograms
are engraved to order and
the die is delivered to yoi
with the stationery. There
is a large variety of designs
and the cost of engraving the
die depends viponStho style.
r

1

er

a.

EI 13

can furnish it in white

or colors embossed to

year.
The engravers will be
busy filling orders. Therefore to avoid any possible
delay in getting your cards
13

EM BOSSED STATIONERY
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mitter in charge oS the union service.
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First Show Starts at

Order Your

tlT

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
Direct from the distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.

Large for frying
Smaller ones for stew

i

God

3

In wood.

"The Trey

O'

Hearts'' will be shown

at the Vegas theater tonight Admis
Don't fail to
sion free to everyone.

Fish in Strips

CON--

-

The High Schoo Girls' Glee club,
the Normal Glee club and the Normal
orchestra will leave on Sunday and
FRUIT
Monday for the teachers' convention
at Albuquerque, These three organiand
zations will make up the strongest
delegation that visits the meeting.
VEGETABLES
"I,
Never before in the history of the
convention has one city sent such a
from
large representation, and never before,
has a town been .represented by glee
chibs. from two different schools.
Four orators also will be sent from
the local schools, while heretofore but
one has made the trip.; Most of the
teachers of the High school will also
make the trip, and the Normal will
Grocer and Baker
be represented by every member of
its faculty. With a delegation so fine
both in quantity and quality there Is
Graaf and Hayward are bringing no doubt that the Meadow City will
in a large number of turkeys from cut a large figure at the convention.
Watrous.
It will make things hum in Albuquer

In Boxes
In Cans

Service based on the facilities
and experience gained during the
past forty years is extended by the
A

FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF LAS
VEGAS. Correspondence is invit-

FiTS

ed by this old, strong and conservative Bank.
;
ESTABLISHED 1876
Member U. S. Federal Reserve Bank

que.

Those who will make the trip in
Sergeant Russell, the military Instructor of the state mlitia, will be the various High school and Normal
The English Lutheran church will in town all next week to drill Com- Organizations are:
The High School Girl's Glee club,
have its annual Thanksgiving service pany H.
Mrs. Adolphine Kohn, director:
tomorrow afternoon at 2:20 o'clock
The county clerk's office has Issued
Miss Elizabeth Coors, Miss Mary
in the First Presbyterian church. Rev.
P. Kretchmar will have charge of the marriage licenses to Melinda Roybal, Dixon Lowry, Miss Eileen Trainer,
aged 19, and Lauriano Encinias, aged Miss Ruth Neafus, Miss Rebe Sands,
service.
Miss Margaret Larkin, Maryel Papen,
19, both of San Geronimo; Pedro
aged 25, and Juamta Domin-gue- Elizabeth Parnell, Grace Mahon, Ruth
sssi Christian Science services at' Car
Nahm, Katherlne Seelinger, Anna Meaged 25, 'both of Las
negie library Sunday morning at 11
yer, Bessie Nisson, Ruby Jones, Lilo'clock. Subject of lesson, "Soul and
lian Horton, Alta Craven,
Ruth
Body."
Reading room at same adMarriage licenses have been issued Clowes, Juanita M. Burchette, Dorodress. Open daily, except Sunday,
GREEN CHILE
from 2 to 5 P. m. A cordial invitation at the court house to Lucia Roihal, thy T. Hermann, Clara T. Reusing,
GREEN ONIONS
is extended the public to both serv- aged 25, and Felipe Armijo, aged 30, Edith Tooker, Julia Sundt, Dewey NisNATIVE AND COLORADO CELERY CAULIFLOWER
both of Pecos; Juan Rubio, aged 21, son, Ruth Swallow, Mabel Carpenter,
ices and reading room.
PARSLEY
GREEN AND WAX BEANS
and Nazarita Montano, aged 16, both Claribel Adler, Ethel Stewart, Grace
BEETS
HOT HOUSE LETTUCE
of
Las "Vegas; Felix Garcia, aged 21 Lord, Esther Springer, Julia Trogstad,
see
"A
When
you
Square Triangle,"
t
TURNIPS
Teresita Valdez, aged 19, both of Mary Sands, Essie Peppard, Alice
and
CUCUMBERS
a three-ree- l
up to date drama producLas
Henrietta Kaufman, Ruth
CARROTS
Vegas.
MANGO PEPPERS
Balboa
ed by the
company you won't
Seelinger
see a rainy, worn out film Jjut one
AUTO STAGE
The Normal University Glee club,
with perfect clear photography, and
Automobile stage line to Mora tri- Miss Marie Senecal, director;
Miss
actors.
Also
Mutual
peerless
Weekly
No. 93, showing all current events. weekly, Tuesday, Thursday and Sat- Ethel Harper, accompanist:
Miss Marie Clement, Mlsa Louise
Mutual theater, Sunday matinee and urday, leaving Murphey's corner 8 a.
m., arriving Mora 9:45 a. m. Leave Jaramillo, Miss Hazel Gerard,
Miss
night only. Admission 5 and 10c.
Mora 4 p. m. arrive Las Vegas 5:45 p. Chella Van Petten,
Mrs. Elizabeth
Adv..
m. Fare for round trip; $5; one way, Hart, Miss Opal Jones, Miss Gladys
You all saw beautiful Jackie Saun $3. Round trip tickets good for one McVay, Miss Hazel Webb, Miss Lena
Langston, Miss Nellie Wells, Miss De
as "Rose" In "Rose of the Alley" week. H. B. Hubbard, Prop.
ders
AND
Saix Evans, Miss Rose Condon, Miss
P
at the hospital benefit Tuesday night
1
Luella Condon, Miss Audrey Burns,
As Jackie Bennet in "The Square
Mr. C. F. Lewis, Mr. C. L. McClure,
Triangle," she is equally as fascinat- AUTOS COLLIDE ON
Mr. A. H. Van Horne, Mr. LeRoy
ing. Mutual theater Sunday matinee
if We are now prepared to do all kinds of upholstering and refinishing
Brown, Mr. Raymond Robb, Mr. Rus-se- l
and night only. Four reels, 5 and TOc.
Linberg, Miss Lorna Johnson, Miss
Adv.- at reasonable prices. Wo are In a position to do all kinds of repair
DOUGLAS AVENUE Leona
Greenclay, Miss Lucy Myers,
work and guarantee satisfaction We also have quite a bit of store
Mr. M. H. Donaldson, Mr. Frej Hagel- The East side Catholic ladles wish
berg, Mr. Frank Roberts, Mr. Benja
'
to thank- all those persons who assist.
room which we will rent very reasonable.
C. JONES RUNS INTO A CAR
min Madrid, Mr. Volney Poulson.
ed in their benefit entertainment on
DRIVEN BY MRS. ARTHUR
1 Thursday evening, as well as the pub
The Normal University orchestra,
ILFELD
Miss Marie Senecal, director. Miss
lic, which patronized the affair liber
Leona Greenclay, Miss Lucy Myers,
ally. Unfortunately the reels ordered
PAGE FURNITURE & UNDERTAKING CO.
At about 5:30 last evening a Reo
Miss LeRoy Brown, Mr. Paul Mar-sellfor the entertainment failed to arrive 'automobile driven
by Mrs. Arthur II- Mr. Raymond Robb, Mr. Levi
and the pictures shown were not of feld and a Buick run
Phone Vegas 114
511 Sixth St.
by L. C. Jones Madrid, Mr. Frank Condon, Mr. John
such high standard as had been ex collided on the corner of;
aveDouglas
Reed, Miss Ethel Harper.
pected. Adv.
nues and Eighth street, at appears
Miss Anna Marie Nolan, Miss Leona
that Mrs. llfeld was driving along the
.usended the
Am Immense crowd
and Mr. Ernest Wohlen-berGreenclay
right hand side of Douglas avenue, goOur undertaking department is in charge of Mr. Charles Day, who
will accompany the Las Vegas
free entertainment at the Browne
ing toward the town of Las
theater last night, when the first in- Jones, who works for the Las Vegas. delegation in order to compete in the
has had fifteen years' experience in the business. All work guarH
Vegas various
stallment of "The Trey o' Hearts" Motor Car
departments of the oratorical
anteed. Our private ambulance is always ready.
company, was going east contests.
Miss Margaret Larkin will
was shown. Tonight the same pic- and
keeping pretty well over to his be the oratorical
tures will be" shown free at the Vegas
representative of the
side of the street He says that It
schooL
theater on the West side. ArrangeHigh
to him as if Mrs. llfeld
ments have been made to run the appeared
made a swing as if preparing to turn
serial story of "The Trey o' Hearts"
across Douglas avenue and down
in The Optic in 15 weekly Installstreet. Mrs. llfeld says that "THREE MUSKETEERS"
Eighth
ments. The story will begin in one
not turned but was keepin?
.she
had
o next week's issues.
straight on toward the west side.
WILL BE SEEN HERE
knows there is no economy In
the other car
that
Jones,
thinking
Fraterof
The Las Vegas Aerie
the
inferior food materials. In flour
to cross In front of him,
nal Order of Eagles will hold a meet- jWas going
out toward the left. Mrs. ll- FAMOUS DUMAS PRODUCTION IN
.swung
particularly she kuows the best
ing on Monday evening at W. O. W. feld kept
SIX REELS COST $100,000
traveling straight ahead
Is the cheapest. That is why so
hall when quite a large number of
she saw the other's move, when
TO PRODUCE
new members will be initiated. After
many up to the times women
iShe stopped her car. Jones, shut off
busthe initiation and regular routine
use our flour exclusively. A
Tomorrow night only at the Browne
,the power as soon as he perceived his
iness a supper will be served followed
trial will tell you why in unmiscould not apply the theater will be shown the famous
he
but
mistake,
boxing contest for the
by a
American production of Alexan,(brakes In time to prevent hi? car. from
takable terms. Order a sack toentertainment of the incoming meri-bers- .
of
Dumas'
der
celebrated novel ."Three
Reo.
into
the
the
side
crashing
.
day.
Two bantamweights, Young Chl-c'None of the occupants of the cars was Musketeers."
aphave
Ask your grocer for Pure
and Young Lucero, who
y
The actors comprised in the cast
hurt; but the cars were damaged
peared here In several bouts, have
Quill Flour.
were all French stars from various
slightly.
been selected to offer the entertainFaris theaters. M. Cande, of the
ment All members, are earnestly "reTheater
Vaudeville as Poiithos,' and
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
quested to be present and visiting
Mile. Nellie Cormon of the theater du
affair
members will be welcome. The
Gymnase, had the role of Milady de
HORSE and buggy for sale. Inquire
will take place at 7:30 o'clock
Winter. Others in the cast are: M.
of Perry Onion.
Dehelly, of the Theater de la Comedie
Francais, asi Le Chevalier D'Artagnan;
"
""'""
M. PhilHpe Garnie. of the Theater de
Of Everyling
Heme Of
FY
f"
la Comedie Francais, as Le Cardinal
7
Richelieu; M. Vlbert, of the Theater
de la .Comedie Royalj, as Le Reine
Anne; Mile. Guizelle, of the Theater
de l'Athence, as Constance BDnaeieux;
Jap a Lack for anywhere or anything about the house is still theM. Marquet, of the Theatre de l'Odeon,
absobest varnish made. We have It in all sizes and colors. Prices
as Louis XIII; M. Stellid, of the Thea;
;
;
lutely the same as In any eastern city,
.
ter
as Aramls.
see the first episode.

NOTICE
give It the atmosphere with which the
author surrounded his characters In
Office of the Treasurer' of San Miguel
his noveE
County.
The plot deviates somewhat from
Taxes for the year 1914 are now
the stage dramatization, hut is held
as close to the original as possible in due. Taxes for the first half of the
year become delinquent on December
the silent drama.
1.
Taxes for the second half of the
become delinquent on June 1,
year
Because both sides In a controversy
1915.- were not explained to members, a St.
Louis judge has restrained the trainEUGENIO ROMERO,
(Signed)
men from calling a strike there. '
Treasurer.

SWEET POTATOES

LOCAL NEWS

final rote

Sealshipt Oysters

DELEGATION TO TEACHERS'
VENTION WILL BREAK
ALL RECORDS

CRANBERRIES

gives
at Santa Fe. The
Jiymna which all citizens love to sing,
Hernandez a plurality of 1,007 for
sermon will be
Old Taylor Whlsfcey and Sherwood
congressman; Williams a plurality of
fcy the Rev. B.nyal A. Sinionds,
at Uie Opera Bar. Adv.
commissioner.
Eye
2
322
for
corporation
D.HX, the new pastor of the First
ma
8,168
1
carried
No.
by
Amendment
M'hol!st church, and other city
Cutler Brothers, Insurance. NorthAmendment No. 2 carried by
participate In the exercises. jority.
3
corner of Plaza. Adv.
west
No.
and amendment
Pfii'.ide of all congregations are more 4,875 majority,
6,875
majority.
heartily invited to join in the carried by
Call central for Frenchy Transfer,
wfvice. An occasion Hli this wnere
' rags at Phone Main 35
Adv.
cotton,
WANTED Clea4
'wlfanen may meet for the praise of
' "
'
office.
missed
not
be
Optic
A'Miyhty God (should
Mrs. H. T. Davis, dressmaker, re
moved to 407 Washington. Gowns at
popular prices. Adv.

;

UiER

TURKEY

ii

I

THE LARGEST

DINNER

"Cursed by His Beauty"
Keystone
"The Ruin of Manley"
(Two-ree- l
feature) American

OFFICIAL COUNT GIVES WILLIAMS
2,322 MORE THAN HIS
Z'lf national day o thanksgiving
OPPONENT
with be observed by tho Ias Vegas
ohtiivhes iu a union service at li:30
o'clock next Thursday morning at the
The official count of the vote cast
Firt' 'Prebytcrlan church. Attractive 'in the recent state election was fin
iniibio will be provided, special num-lieat about 3 o'clock this afternoon
the choir and favorite national ished)

by

THANKSGIVING
7:15

SATURDAY

0YEI1 FOUR THOUSAND

SIMONDS WILL PREACH
DAY
THANKSGIVING
,'THE
i..-- .
SERMON

LAS VEGAS SENDS

For Your

Bridge St :

TONIGHT

1IEHHAKDFZ PLURALITY

KSW- - R. A.
'

MUTUAL THEATER

21, 1914.

Adv.

Store

STEARNS'

Ma-esta-

z,

COSTS NO MORES THAN CARELESS
OR INDIFFERENT SERVICE
OUR "CODE OF SERVICE" IS WITHOUT QUESTION THE BEST IN THIS
CITY
OUR MANY YEARS OF EXPERIENCE HAS GIVEN US A TRAINING
NOT TO BE OTHERWISE ACQUIRED
.:. .:. .:. .:. .:. ,:.

THE CASH GROCER

J.

C. JOHNSENi AND SON

UNDERTAKERS
Phone Main 258

Douglas Ave.

625

REHISIHNO.

llPlllll nTFRlN

I

For the best on the market today see us.
Miller
or plain thread. Michelin tubes
Non-Ski- n

and tires and Fiske tires and everything
ed for the auto.

need-

g

I

un-,t- il

ALL

OUR SHOP

GUARANTEED FOR ITS FEEFECTMESS

-

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop
f
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ohe Las Vegas Roller Mills

lie

le last
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We will meet the advertised cash

r.rice of any retail grocer

4

i.L U.n.M

ii
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till,
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ijltiif.
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Apollo,

i

EVERYTHING

IN BRUSHES AND HOUSE PAINTS.

Phone Main
Everythir

M

379

F'urt itiire and Hardware.

,

This magnlicent picture play, said
to have cost upward of $100,000 is the
acme of film art. The photography
could not be improved upon. Thu costuming nnd scenic environments are
perfect in every detail and the direction is marvelous. All combine
to

1

1

